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Editor’s
Column

IEEE Photonics Society

Lawrence Chen

Welcome to the First Issue of 2016!
Microwave photonics, which unites radio frequency
engineering and optoelectronics, is an exciting and extremely active area of research and development. It enables a number of critical functionalities that are either
too complex or even impossible to achieve in the radio
frequency domain and can provide improved performance or support new applications for broadband communications, imaging, and instrumentation. In this
month’s issue, we highlight on-going microwave photonics research in the Pacific Rim. In the first article,
Ming Li and Ning Hua Zhu from the Chinese Academy
of Sciences describe recent activities and achievements
on integrated microwave photonics (devices and subsystems) and intelligent radio-over-fiber systems supported
by several major research projects in China and conducted at a variety of institutions, including Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications, the Chinese Academy of Sciences, Tsinghua University, Peking University,
Beihang University, Shanghai Jiaotong University, and
Huazhong University of Science and Technology. In the
second article, Thas Nirmalathas describes a broad range
of activities undertaken at the University of Melbourne
to address challenges with optical networking for mobile
communications. Progress in these areas continues and I
personally look forward to seeing further results and outcomes over the year from these and other groups involved
in microwave photonics research.
Please feel free to send me any news items, awards
announcements, highlights, etc. that you or your chapter
may have-we will be happy to share your items with the
society. If you also have ideas of features that the newsletter should run, e.g., entrepreneurship or careers (thanks
to our newly elected BoG member, Simon Poole for these
suggestions), please let me know. I hope you enjoy reading the newsletter and as always, I welcome your comments and feedback.
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President’s
Column
Kent Choquette
“The larger the island of knowledge, the longer the shoreline of wonder”
—Ralph W. Sockman
As I sit here writing my first column, I am watching another December winter storm smacking east central Illinois. My thoughts wander to the sunny warm beaches of
Hawaii ... Maybe I should submit a paper to IEEE Photonic
Technology Letters!
At the beginning of my career in the late 1980s, there was
an accepted procedure for disclosing your research results. After struggling in the lab to achieve a good result, you would
first write up one page abstract with a few figures, and then
submit it to a conference; usually there would be a 6 month
delay until you presented the talk. Next you would write up
a three page manuscript, and submit it to a letter journal,
such as Photonic Technology Letters; that would imply at least a
12 month delay before seeing the paper in print. Lastly, you
might combine the results of two or more letters into a cohesive body of work, and submit this to a journal such as the
IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics; typically there would be
over a year delay before seeing the paper in print. It was understood that the audience for each step would likely be different. Thus you could attend a conference, hear a talk, and then
read about the subject again a few months and up to a year
later in a technical journal. Today, the timing of this process
has been completely inverted.
Due to the changes of electronic publishing, as well as the
hard work by our journal editors, reviewers, and staff, today
there is an average of 12 weeks between submission to electronic posting of accepted papers in PTL. However, the time
between submitting a abstract to one of our conferences and
presenting a talk remains about 6 months. As a result, it has
become common that we can first read about a research result,
and then hear a talk on it at a conference. Because of this inversion, two years ago there was an idea originating from the
Conference Council to try a new approach for conference paper submission. Since the journal paper now typically precedes
the conference presentation, why not use an accepted journal
manuscript as a simultaneous submission to the IEEE Photonics Conference. As some of you may know, we tried this experiment last year to link PTL to the 2015 IEEE Photonics Conference: it was a great success! So I want to take the opportunity
to advertise this new manner of submitting a paper to the IEEE
Photonics Conference, which this year will be held Oct. 2–6,
2016 in Waikoloa Village on the Big Island of Hawaii.
The way the inverted conference submission process works
is as follows: you submit a manuscript to PTL or the IEEE
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Photonics Journal and your manuscript undergoes review in the
normal manner. If and when the manuscript is accepted, the
authors check a box to request the paper to be submitted to the
Photonics Conference later this year. Before the program committee meeting in June, the authors are requested to register for
the conference. When they register, these papers are sessioned
along with accepted abstracts that are submitted in the conventional manner. In the conference proceedings, a link appears to
the corresponding PTL or PJ paper in IEEExplore. After the
conference ends, we begin the process anew for the following
year. Since both PTL PJ, and the Photonics Conference all have
similar and relatively wide topical coverage, linking these two
journals with our flagship society conference makes the most
sense. During the next year we will be discussing how we might
expand this process to our other journals and to our other more
focused technical conferences.
I am very excited about this inverted submission process
and recognize there are several advantages. First, this is a more
efficient approach for reviewing the conference submission.
Since IEEE policy requires two reviews for every journal publication, using an accepted journal manuscript as the conference submission will reduce the overall reviewing effort and
could eventually shorten the planning process for conferences.
Second, this will lead to better conference presentations, since
the papers will have the opportunity for review and revision
(which more often than not leads to a better paper). But perhaps the most important advantage is this process eliminates
self-plagiarism, and yet still allows both a journal paper and
a conference presentation to be recorded on one’s resume. No
longer will there be a need to somehow revise the text or add
a figure to differentiate a conference abstract from a journal
manuscript. We will of course continue to solicit conference
submissions in the conventional manner, but similar to how
overhead slides have been supplanted by power point files, the
new inverted conference submission process may become common place in the future.
Although the IEEE Photonics Conference is several seasons
away in 2016, I nevertheless look forward to the Big Island for
knowledge, wonder, and of course the beach! So depending on
whether you are in the northern/southern hemisphere, I suggest the way to beat the winter/summer blues is by submitting a paper to PTL or PJ, and on to the Hawaiian Photonics
Conference in 2016.
Kent Choquette
University of Illinois
choquett@illinois.edu
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Research Highlights

Microwave Photonics Shines in China
Ming Li and Ning Hua Zhu, The State Key Laboratory on Integrated Optoelectronics,
Institute of Semiconductors, Chinese Academy of Sciences
Abstract—Microwave photonics combines two worlds of
microwave engineering and photonics with the advantages of
broad operation bandwidth for generation, processing and distribution of microwave signals and high resolution for optical
spectrum measurement. In the past few years, several Chinese
major research projects are funded and many impressive progresses in microwave photonics devices and subsystem have
been made in more than ten universities and institutes to support the development of modern broadband wireless communication system, optical interconnection, supercomputing etc.
In this review paper, we will introduce two funded major projects and highlight the main representative results that have
been achieved from each research organization.

Introduction
Microwave photonics (MWP) is an interdisciplinary field interfacing the worlds of microwave engineering and photonic
technology. Besides of traditional defense applications, MWP
has recently expanded to address a considerable number of civil applications such as wireless and satellite communications,
distributed antenna systems, sensing, optical signal processing
and medical imaging [1–2]. MWP has the advantages of the
both worlds with the capability to realize some key functionalities that are too complex or even impossible using pure electrical technology, and find new opportunities for information
communication systems and networks such as the next generation wireless communication system [3–5].
The core of MWP technology is its analog signal processing
engine that is used to interface with the real application (e.g.,
signal acquisition and transport) and digital signal processing for user interface. In the analog signal processing engine,
several featured functionalities have been realized such as tunable and reconfigurable filters, arbitrary waveform generation,
analog-to-digital conversion, tunable true time delay, tunable
microwave frequency front-ends and optical beamforming
networks [6]. The realization of all these functionalities relies
on high-speed analog optoelectronics devices, such as electrooptic modulator, directly modulation laser, photodetector,
narrow linewidth laser and tunable optical filter. To further
improve the performance of MWP technology such as SWaP
(size, weight and power consumption) and stability, integrated
MWP (IMWP) technology has attracted wide interests [7].
Currently, there still exists several challenges for the development of IMWP, such as suitable platform compatible with
generic fabrication models and RF/electronic/photonic integration in a single platform.
Besides of the challenges of IMWP technology in the device
level, some system level challenges such as linearity, phase/time
4
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stability, noise figure, link gain and dynamic range of optical
analog link have to be solved to meet the requirement of practical applications. To solve these device-level and system-level
problems of MWP technologies and toward practical application, many national projects are funded to support fundamental research and develop key enabling technologies. Among
them, two major “973” projects were funded by the Chinese
Ministry of Science and Technology in 2012, simultaneously.
One of the two “973” projects is entitled with basic research
on MWP devices and integrated systems for broadband ubiquitous access, which is also named by another simplified name
of Intelligent Radio Over Fiber (IROF). This “973” project’s
principal investigator is Prof. Yuefeng Ji from Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications (BUPT), and totally 10
teams from different research organizations have been involved
into this project such as Institute of Semiconductors, Chinese
Academy of Sciences (IoS-CAS) and Tsinghua University etc.
The main goals of this project are to reveal the mechanism
behind efficient conversion between lightwave and microwave,
to develop the fine MWP signal processing techniques, and to
derive the coordinated system model in a distributed network
architecture, as shown in Fig. 1. Several impressive results have
been demonstrated experimentally, such as 24 GHz directly
modulation laser [8] and 60 GHz integrated microwave photonic modulation chip.
The other “973” project is entitled with fundamental research on microwave photonics for broadband and large
dynamic-range millimeter wave devices and applications. The
principal investigator is Prof. Xiaoping Zheng from Tsinghua
University, totally 7 universities in China have been involved
into this project, such as Peking University, Shanghai Jiaotong
University (SJTU) and Beihang University. The main goals of
this project are to investigate the fundamental theory and key
enabling technologies for millimeter wave devices and application based on MWP technology, in which the time-bandwidth
product is targeted to be improved with three orders. Up to
now, some impressive results have been achieved such as the
spectrum manipulating technique in the optical domain for
its applications in MWP links and devices [9–10], and the
phase error detection and phase noise compensation techniques
in photonic microwave dissemination systems [11].

Integrated Microwave Photonics Devices
The key to realize practically useful MWP application systems
is to develop high performance MWP devices, in particular
IMWP devices. Recently, several kinds of IMWP devices are
developed and demonstrated experimentally such as optical
source, modulator, optical filter and photodetector in China.
February 2016
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Figure 1. Overview of the IROF project including the main goals, research contents and application fields. (From Prof. Xu, BUPT)
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IoS-CAS is one of the leading optoelectronics research 
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center for optoelectronic devices and an
advanced optoelectronic devices packaging
–35
platform. In IoS-CAS, several groups are
Bias current:
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working on MWP from integrated chips,
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60 mA
–47
them, the microwave optoelectronics re17 20
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search lab is working on not only IMWP
Frequency (GHz)
devices and modules such as directly
modulation laser and optical analog signal
processor, but also application system such Figure 2. Prototype devices and bandwidth characteristics of the 24 GHz analog direct
as phase stable MWP link and true time- modulation laser.
delay beamforming system.
integrated in between two DFB lasers [13]. In this scheme, the
In 2012, Prof. Zhu and Prof. Wang’s group from IoS-CAS
wavelengths of the DFB lasers are tuned by adjusting their bias
reported a DFB laser with 24 GHz bandwidth. The packaged
currents. The light beams from both DFB lasers are injected
prototype devices and bandwidth characteristics of the 24 GHz
into the EAM and mixed with each other to generate microanalog direct modulation laser is shown in Fig. 2 [8]. In adwave signal. Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) show the optical and electrical
dition, based on a distributed feedback semiconductor optical
amplifier (DFB-SOA), a widely tunable single passband mispectra. In Fig. 3(b), four-wave mixing effect can still be obcrowave photonics filter (MPF) is proposed and experimentally
served when the optical wavelength difference is over 30 GHz
demonstrated. By tuning the central wavelength of DFB-SOA
due to strong optical coupling between the two lasers. From
base filter, a single-channel MPF with frequency tuning range
Fig. 3(c), it can be seen that a sharp peak at the beat frequency
from 5 GHz to 35 GHz is obtained [12].
has a 24 dB signal noise ratio. The frequency of the generated
microwave signal can be tuned by changing the bias currents
Figure 3(a) gives the experimental setup for microwave
of the DFB lasers.
generation using an electro-absorption modulator (EAM)
February 2016
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Figure 3. (a) Experimental setup for microwave signal generation using an EA modulator integrated in between two DFB lasers;
(b) Optical spectrum and (c) corresponding electrical spectrum (dashed line). The electrical spectrum after adjusting the bias current
of the DFB laser 2 is also included.
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As shown in Fig. 4, Prof. Zhao from
IoS-CAS fabricated three-section amplified
feedback lasers (AFL) on InP substrate. By
controlling the currents injected into the
three sections of the AFL, various working
states including single mode, dual mode,
periodic oscillation and chaotic states have
been demonstrated [14]. Dual-mode AFL
has also been employed in optoelectronic
oscillator (OEO) structures, simultaneously functioning as a laser source, active
photonic filter, and modulator [15].
Prof. Huang’s group in IoS-CAS proposed to use integrated semiconductor
twin-microdisk laser for microwave signal
generation under mutually optical injection
through a connected optical waveguide with
the mode wavelength intervals adjusted by
injection currents [16]. Dynamical characteristics are also investigated for square
resonator microlasers subject to optical injection, the microwave signals are obtained
from the electrode of the microlasers subject
to optical injection related to the oscillation
of carrier density in the active region [17].
February 2016
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width reaches over 40 GHz for the first time in such high responsivity mesa structure PDs, with a measured photocurrent
over 47 mA @30 GHz at 1 dB compression point [20].
In addition, an integrated dual wavelength laser diode (LD)
is fabricated for optical generation of millimeter-wave (mmwave) carrier with high spectral purity [21]. The integrated
device consists of two DFB lasers and one Y-branch coupler
monolithically integrated on the same AlGaInAs multiple
quantum well (MQW) active layer. A 42 GHz mm-wave
carrier is generated from a 5.25 GHz modulation signal, corresponding to eight-fold frequency multiplication. The measured phase noise performance of the 42 GHz mm-wave carrier
is as low as –94.6 dBc/Hz at 10 kHz offset [22].
Several groups from Huazhong University of Science and
Technology (HUST) are also working on IMWP devices mainly
based on passive/silicon photonics devices. Prof. Wang’s group
at Wuhan National Laboratory for Optoelectronics (WNLO) realized an ultra-high peak rejection notch microwave photonic
filter using silicon waveguides, silicon microring resonators, and
silicon photonic crystal nanocavities as shown in Fig. 6 [22].
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There are several groups from Tsinghua University actively
working in the field of IMWP devices. Prof. Chen proposed
a full-band (from L-band to W-band) RF photonic frontend,
which is based on the integrated high Q, large processing range
tunable signal processor as presented in Fig. 5(a). Based on this
RF photonic frontend, the RF signal would be up-converted to
optical domain and processed by the full-band signal processor
to obtain the desired signal band. As shown in Fig. 5(b), the
spurious free dynamic range (SFDR) of the frontend measured
has been presented, at frequency from 1 GHz to 65 GHz. This
is the first proposed RF photonic frontend, which could work
from L-band to W-band and this frontend will likely have extensive applications in either the wireless communications or
radar communications field [18–19].
Prof. Luo’s group from Tsinghua University realized an
uni-travelling-carrier photodiodes (UTC-PDs), in which the
photon-absorption is mainly in the p-layers and only electrons
diffusion and drift are needed, have exhibited high speed and
saturation optical power performance which are important for
high performance microwave photonic links. The 3 dB band-
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Figure 6. Concept and principle of the notch microwave photonic filter with ultra-high peak rejection and the measured RF responses of tunable ultra-high peak rejection microwave photonic filter under different optical carrier wavelengths.
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In 2010, Prof. Zhang from WNLO in HUST declared to implement an MPF with the highest Q factor of 3338. In 2013, this
research group has demonstrated a notch MPF based on cascaded
silicon-on-insulator (SOI) microring resonators (MRRs) with different radii [23]. The tuning of input laser wavelength is not necessary and the frequency tunability is continuous. They demonstrated a central frequency tuning range from 19 GHz to 40 GHz,
and a wide bandwidth tuning range from 5.5 GHz to 17.5 GHz.
A few researchers from SJTU are working on silicon photonics
based IMWP devices such as tunable delay line and optical filter for microwave signal generation. From Prof. Chen’s group, as
shown in Fig. 7(a), they proposed an N-bit reconfigurable TTDL
(RTTDL) using cascaded optical switches and waveguide delay
lines [24]. The optical delay can be varied by reconfiguring the
switches to provide different optical paths for the light to pass
through. The switch is made of a 2 × 2 Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) with a PIN diode integrated in one arm to enable
fast electrical tuning. Fig. 7(b) shows the microscope image of the
fabricated 7-bit RTTDL. The chip size is 7 mm × 1.5 mm. Fig.
7(c) presents the images of the chip after home package. The chip
is wire-bonded to a print circuit board and coupled with a fiber
array. Fig. 7(d) shows the output pulses after various delays. The
delay is relative to the reference pulse which passes through the
shortest path. The delay increases from 10 ps to 640 ps when each
stage is switched to the longer waveguide. The delay reaches to
the maximum of 1.27 ns when all longer waveguides are selected.
Therefore, the RTTDL can provide 128 delays with a resolution
of 10 ps. The RTTDL has time delay invariance to RF frequency.
Fig. 7(e) shows the phase of the received RF signal as a function of
frequency when the carrier light passes through the shortest and
longest paths. The phases changes linearly with the RF frequency.
The time delay is given by the phase derivative to the angular
frequency. The relative delay between the longest and shortest
path is 1.3 ps, agreed with the pulse transmission measurement.
Researchers from Prof. Su’s group in SJTU demonstrated
tunable microwave photonic filtering and millimeter-wave signal generation with a silicon photonic device termed as selfcoupled micro-resonator (SCMR) [25]. By tuning the resonance
notch interval of a SCMR with an interferometric central coupler and using the through port as the output, they have demonstrated a continuously tunable microwave photonic notch
filter with a high rejection ratio over 25 dB and a wide tuning
range over 20 GHz. While if using the drop port of the device,
with an input of optical frequency comb spaced by ~9.7 GHz,
photonic generations of ~39 GHz and ~29 GHz MMW signals
can be achieved by thermally tuning the passband spacing.
Besides of the fabrication of IMWP devices, researchers
from University of Electronic Science and Technology of China
(UESTC) are working on self-calibrated high-frequency characterization of high-speed optoelectronic devices. Recently, S. J.
Zhang and Y. Liu proposed a novel frequency-shifted heterodyne
method and demonstrated for the self-calibrated high-frequency
response measurements of Mach-Zehnder modulators (MZMs),
phase modulators (PMs) and photodetectors (PDs) [26].

Microwave Photonics Subsystem
In the past few years, MWP sub-system towards practical applications have been demonstrated in China, such as programmable
8
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MPF, stable RF phase distribution, indoor building radio access
network, optical beamforming networks and optical vector spectrum analyzer, which will be introduced simply as following.
As shown in Fig. 8, Prof. Zheng’s group from Tsinghua University reported an incoherent and programmable MPF with
several key features such as single-bandpass, widely tunable
(0 GHz–20 GHz), arbitrary shape with Q value controllable
[27–28]. The MPF is implemented based on the so-called equivalent electrical slicing technique together with programmable
optical spectrum processor and an incoherent broadband optical
source (BOS). Figs. 8(c) and (d) show the specifications of the
realized MPF with Gaussian and flat-top shapes, respectively.
The other groups such as Prof. Li and Prof. Feng from Jinan
University are also working on MPF based on MWP subsystem
[29–30]. An MPF with both optical and electronic signals in a
feedback loop is proposed to overcome the problem of optical coherent interference. The reported MPF has a Q value of 4895.31,
and in the meantime, Q value in this MPF can be tunable by
carefully adjusting loop lengths of the two cascaded filters [29].
Recently, Prof. Yi from SJTU demonstrated a rectangular
MPF based on stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) effect in
optical fiber and offering tunability on bandwidth, central
frequency and selectivity. A sweeping-pump multi-stage configuration with feedback control is implemented to achieve the
rectangular MPF with high selectivity. The obtained 20 dB
shape factor is as low as 1.056, which is the best reported result
for MPF in ~GHz bandwidth [31].
Phase stable radio-frequency signal distribution is very
important for radio over fiber application in arrayed antenna
system. Researchers from IoS-CAS and SJTU developed several enabling techniques to stabilize the phase in optical analog link. Prof. Li from IoS-CAS proposed a simple method to
realize stable radio-frequency phase distribution over optical
fiber by phase-drift auto-cancellation without using any assistant local oscillator (LO) source, as shown in Fig. 9. Experimentally, phase-drift-free RF signal is successfully achieved.
The root-mean-square (RMS) timing jitter is 0.76 ps when a
tunable optical delay line (TODL) inserted between the Radio
Aggregation Unit (RAU) and local station is changed from 0
to 300 ps [32].
In photonic microwave dissemination system, a novel phase
error detection and phase noise compensation scheme have
been proposed by Prof. Dong from SJTU. Based on a dualheterodyne phase error transfer and a fast phase corrections
scheme, they have achieved highly stable remote distribution microwave signal of 10 GHz over 100 km, 20 GHz over
100 km, 100 GHz over 60 km spooled optic fiber, and 1 THz
over 42 km dark optic fiber respectively. Long-term stability of
microwave signal dissemination is achieved [33].
Satellite application based on MWP techniques attracted
wide interests in recent years. BUPT propose a satellite repeater architecture which consists of multiple paths to support
repeating signals among the C, Ku, K and Ka bands [34–35],
as shown in Fig. 10(a). Note that all the paths share a common
LOs generation module and an optical switch matrix that
dramatically saves LOs and space on the satellite. The whole
system can be divided into three sections, the Multi-band LOs
generation section, the band to band conversion section and
February 2016
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the optical cross-connect section. In particular, these three
sections can be compatible with each other since all their functions are implemented in the optical domain. Consequently,
this concept of microwave photonic repeater is very suitable
for transparent and broadband telecom missions. Besides, such
microwave photonic system with parallel structure offers high
scalability that it can be upgraded to large scale with the number of channels. In the future, once integrated in a single chip,
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this concept will bring the current all-microwave repeaters to a
new era with unprecedented performance improvement.
A conceptual software-defined satellite payload based on
microwave photonics has been proposed and investigated [36],
as shown in Fig. 10(b). By introducing microwave photonic
components and subsystems to realize multiple LO generation and distribution, frequency conversion, analog to digital
conversion, digital to analog conversion, switching, and multibeamforming functions, the proposed satellite payload can
implement high-efficiency on-board parallel signal processing
with enhanced capacity and significantly reduced mass, volume, and power consumption.
To characterize the spectral responses of optical devices with
ultra-high resolution, optical vector analyzers (OVAs) based on
optical single-sideband (OSSB) modulation were developed by
Prof. Li from IoS-CAS and Prof. Pan from NUAA [37–38], which
sweep the frequency and analyze the responses using the mature
and high-resolution microwave technologies. Fig. 11 shows the
basic principle of the OSSB-based OVA. Prof. Li proposed an OVA
with improved accuracy based on dual-parallel Mach-Zehnder
modulator (DPMZM) [37]. By properly setting the bias voltage
of the DPMZM, the measurement error is significantly reduced.
Prof. Pan proposed to use an optical frequency comb (OFC) to
improve the measurement range of the OSSB-OVA [38].
February 2016
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There are still many sub-system works which cannot be
introduced in detail due to the limited space. For example,
Prof. Xin from BUPT developed an indoor building access system with multi-media service based on optical fiber
and wireless integrated access network. A real-time video
transmission platform based on 60 GHz technology is built,
which can realize the 1 Gb/s HD video transmission with
free bit error rate, and realize the seamless integration of the
optical fiber 25 km and wireless 10m access [39]. Prof. Sun
from HUST is working on the generation, modulation and
measurement of microwave signal based on nonlinear optics
in MWP subsystem [40].
February 2016

Prof. Chi and his colleagues in Zhejiang University focus on
the photonic realization of compressive sensing (CS) for the acquisition of wideband sparse signals in recent years. They have
proposed and investigated some approaches to optically realize
the functions which are necessary in the CS, such as random
mixing and integration [41]. Prof. Zheng from Beihang University investigates and pursues applications of the microwave
photonic technologies to bridge the gap between the microwave and photonic worlds. In the past few years, their focus
has been on microwave photonic technologies based on optical
frequency combs. Through generating versatile and tunable
optical combs by EO modulation, RF waveform generation
IEEE Photonics Society NEWSLETTER
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enabling technologies for improving the performance of information system. It means that MWP will be kept shining in China.
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and spectrum measurement over a wide frequency range are
demonstrated [42].
Prof. Chi from Fudan University has accomplished a series of
record-breaking experimental demonstrations on large-capacity/
long-distance wireless mm-wave signal delivery based on photonic
mm-wave generation techniques as well as the favorable coordination of multiple multi-dimensional multiplexing techniques [43].
Prof. Xia from Southwest University proposed and experimentally
demonstrated a novel sub-harmonic modulation locking scheme
for generating high-purity photonic microwave based on optical
injection with suitable injection strength and frequency detuning
in a semiconductor laser [44]. Prof. Wang from Taiyuan University of Technology proposed novel methods to generate noise-like
UWB signal in optical domain, which was called chaotic UWB
signal [45]. Based on the photonic chaotic UWB signal, they proposed a UWB radar system for remote ranging and a microwavephotonic sensor for remote water-level monitoring. Prof. Li from
IoS-CAS has been working on optical analog signal processing in
the past few years, including optical differentiator, integrator and
Hilbert transformer, etc. Optical analog signal processing technology can be used to process not only optical signals but also
microwave and millimeter wave signals [46–50].
The MWP group in Southwest Jiaotong University (SWJTU)
has considerably contributed to photonics-enabled microwave signal generation, measurement and analysis [51–52]. Prof. Zhao’s
group from Dalian University of Technology (DUT) focuses on
the MWP devices and system applications based on polymer
waveguides, such as an MPF based on a tunable polymer waveguide ring resonator [53].

Conclusions
Recent progresses of MWP have been reviewed including the main
projects and representative results from almost all the active research
teams in China. In the past five years, many impressive progresses
in microwave photonics devices and subsystem have been made to
support the development of national major assignments. Compare
to the rapid development of MWP subsystem, the IMWP devices
should be further largely improved in the near future. In the next
five years, the national major research and development program
has considered MWP, in particular IMWP devices, as one of the key
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I. Introduction

over 200–400 m coverage areas. Such developments are causing
significant challenges (often referred to as ‘backhaul challenge’)
for the operators to find cost-effective, energy efficient and high
capacity backhaul connectivity for rapidly expanding small cell
footprint. In the past, a mix of fixed wireless (using microwave
and millimeter wave frequencies over point-to-point links) and
fixed wire-line options had been pursued to address the backhaul requirements and current (e.g. the 4th Generation –4G)
and emerging (the 5th Generation –5G)
mobile networks are looking for ways of
exploring the use of both existing and
new optical fiber networks for meeting the
‘backhaul challenge’ [2].
Broadband mobile networks are needFront-haul
ed to use multiple frequency bands with a
(RF cables)
concept of carrier aggregation (i.e. stitchBase-station
Remote radio
ing of multiple frequencies) to meet the
unit (RRU)
bandwidth requirements as well as mulBase-band
Wireless back-haul
processing unit
tiple frequency bands to support legacy
(BBU)
systems. In addition to providing larger
bandwidth, multiple antenna elements
are often used in multi-input multioutput
Switching
Distributed
(MIMO) configurations to achieve greater
centre/
antenna
mobile core
systems
capacity over the given bandwidth. Antenna base-stations in such situations will
often need to provide complex signaling
Cloud of
interfaces between the antenna systems
BBUs
Small cells
and its baseband processing systems providing connectivity to be network. With
(a)
legacy systems in mind, future mobile
Optical wireless
systems need to be able to deal with mulbase-station
Central
tiple frequency bands, multiple frequency
office
Tx
Rx
Rx
Tx
carriers and multiple antenna elements
creating significant challenges to the way
base-processing systems and antenna systems are connected. This can be classified
as the ‘front-haul challenge’ in the future
Access
device
Access device
mobile systems [3].
Fig. 1a shows the optical networking
(b)
of antenna base-stations as the network
evolves from single antenna based base
Figure 1. (a) Optical networking of mobile base-stations (b) Optical wireless network- stations to distributed antenna systems
ing in indoor PAN applications.
and small cells augmenting macro base-

Wireless has become the most desired form of connectivity and
persistent growth in the demand for data connectivity is fuelling the research into the design and development of broadband wireless networks for a range of applications [1].
Mobile network operators are experiencing persistent demand
for increased coverage and capacity from their customer base and
now starting to deploy small cells with compact basestations
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stations with increasingly systems being interconnected with
optical networks providing both backhaul and front-haul connectivity to antenna base-stations.
Providing ultra-broadband connectivity over short distances over wireless personal area networks (PAN) has also attracted
a lot of attention. Optical wireless transmission [4], [5] where
the direct use of optical beams (diffused, pencil and hybrid) can
also be an alternative for multi-gigabits/second connectivity
for indoor PAN applications as shown in Fig. 1b.
Taking advantage of very short optical wireless connectivity,
ultra-broadband reconfigurable interconnects can be realized to
address the challenges of building interconnects with energy
efficient reconfigurable functionalities to address the increasing bandwidth requirements on interconnects between different processing elements and cards in applications such as data
centers and grid of high-end graphics processing units [6].
Rising bandwidth, increasing coverage, pressures to enhance
the energy efficiency, escalating need for more basestations as
well as the demand for reducing total cost of networks – some
of the factors already pointing towards more photonic systems, optical networking and in certain instances direct optical
wireless alternative to meet the future requirements of wireless networking. Our research program is focused around these
challenges and we are pleased to summarise some of our recent
research covering some of these areas.
Section II presents our optical network planning and optimization research focusing around backhauling of small cells
and their deployment. Following this, Section III presents our
research into photonic systems for front-haul of wireless networks. Section IV and V presents the direct use of photonics
as a wireless alternative in PAN and interconnect applications
respectively.

II. Design and Optimisation of Optical
Network Deployment for Backhauling of
Broadband Mobile/Cellular Networks
With the increase in the mobile data traffic, network operators
are considering the deployment of smaller cells to meet increasing coverage and capacity requirements. When a large number
of small cells are deployed, the backhaul cost is predicted to
further increase rapidly Given the growth of optical fiber network deployment, it is feasible to consider such small cells be fed
by optical network to meet the backhaul connectivity requirements. As a result, providing a cost-effective backhaul that also
satisfies the requirements of diverse mobile services has become
a major deployment challenge in small-cell networks [7], [8]. It
was shown that if an operator has extensive fiber deployed, small
cell locations can be optimized to take advantage of the fiber
access points to roll out the small cell deployment in a cost optimized manner. However, in some scenarios, there can be limited
availability of existing fiber resources. For example, it may be
required to install new fiber routes if the existing fiber access
points are sparsely located. In such a scenario, both the small cell
and the backhaul networks have to be planned simultaneously in
order to achieve a cost-optimal solution.
Fig. 2 shows a practical example of a geographic region of
an Australian suburb showing how our optimization framework can be used to design in a cost minimal approach. In parFebruary 2016

ticular, our objectives are twofold: 1) identifying the optimal
locations for small cells such that the required population coverage is achieved, 2) identifying the optimal fiber routes that
use the available fibre infrastructure to backhaul these small
cells. Details of the generalized optimization framework using integer linear programming approach for optical network
planning for both the use of existing fiber resources as well as
new fiber routes can be found in [10]. Fig 2a shows the map
of the region with clearly marked places where the network
operator has optical fiber access points. The small cell (Fig 2d)
will use a powered omni-directional base-stations which can be
fed by optical fiber directly. It also marks the locations (intersections) where small cells could be deployed as these locations
could potentially meet the power requirements and ease of installation on light poles for example. Using the optimization
framework based on total cost minimization subject to capacity and coverage constraints (90%), optimal placement of small
cells and the fiber routes along the streets can be planned as
shown in Fig 2b and Fig 2c presents the optimal cost, normalized to the cost of deploying 1km of fiber cable. These results
show clearly how backhaul costs dominate the overall cost and
also how different network parameters such as coverage area
and target coverage percentage influence the optimal cost of
deployment. This approach outlines how the optical networking of small cells is critical to establishing cost-efficient backhaul for future mobile networks.

III. Photonic Systems for Fronthaul
of Mobile/Cellular Networks
Fig. 3 shows the subsystems of the antenna base-stations to illustrate the demarcation of front-haul and backhaul of connectivity. Front-haul provides connectivity between the remote
radio unit (RRU) often installed on towers to the baseband
processing units (BBUs) and the backhaul connects the BBUs
to switching network via the core network interface. Currently,
industry uses an interface known as CPRI to provide the interconnection in the front-haul which uses digitized samples
over digital optical link to achieve the connectivity. As the
antenna systems start to use MIMO and carrier aggregation,
CPRI will need to be in excess of 40 Gb/s [2–3] and thus alternative approaches may be required to address the future scalability requirements in view of rapidly increasing number of
antenna elements as well as increasing bandwidth of individual
frequency bands. Here we provide a comparison of analog photonic transport and a digitized transport of the microwave signals of the front-haul [10].
A. Digitzed Radio-over-Fiber (DRoF)
Transport for Fronthaul
As the wireless signals are located in the microwave frequency
region in sparse locations, they can be digitized directly using bandpass sampling. Sampled signal can then be sent over
digital optical signals and digitized signals can be directly processed by BBUs without any RF or IF mixing stages. To illustrate this concept, we have used an experimental setup shown
in Fig. 4 to digitize and transmit an OFDM signal of 1 Gb/s
over an intensity modulated/directed detection optical signal.
Though this link could be operated as a directly modulated
IEEE Photonics Society NEWSLETTER
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Figure 2. Cost optimized network planning for providing backhauling of small cells: (a) shows the current fiber access points as well
as potential small locations (identified as locations with power and suitable for installation) (b) optimal selection of small cell deployments and fiber routes, (c) results of overall costs from the optimum placement and fiber route planning (d) a small cell configuration
used to augment the coverage and capacity of a macro cell site.

link, we have adopted the external modulator to make the
comparison with the analog optical transport meaningful.
B. Analog Radio-over-Fiber (ARoF)
Transport for Fronthaul
The other alternative is to directly transport the signal from
the antenna by RF modulation of the optical signal using an
intensity modulated analog photonic link. Fig. 5 shows the
ARoF link used to compare with the performance DRoF. The
OFDM signal carrying 1 Gb/s data is used to drive the MZM
modulator with a modulation index of 10% to ensure the modulator does not introduce nonlinear distortion through its nonlinearity. The resulting signal was detected and then frequency
converted with a mixer to achieve the baseband which can be
processed by the BBU.
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C. Comparison of both approaches
Both links are transported over a maximum of 20 km though
the most of the fronthaul is expected to be much shorter
than that. In particular, future mobile standards such as 5G
will demand tighter latency requirements and thus the distance between BBUs and RRUs likely to be less than 10 km.
Fig. 6 presents the comparison of performance of links in Figs
4 and 5. ARoF link reaches the minimum requirement with
–10 dBm received power at the end of only 10 km transmission. The degradation of the constellation can be easily seen
from the inset of the Fig. 6a. In comparison, DRoF can achieve
the performance even at 20 km and with the use of digitization with even 6 bits of resolution. This clearly shows that
digitized link shows better performance while at the expense
of slightly complex transmit receive due to bandpass sampling
February 2016
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Figure 4. Experimental set up to transport digitized RF signals carrying OFDM signals over a digital optical link to the BBU.

implementations. As the bandwidth of the signal increases,
digitized transport will suffer scalability as the design of analog to digital and digital to analog converters with larger front
end bandwidths might become costly and the overall resulting data rate (>bit resolution ◊ sampling rate) could become
excessively large. However for moderate bandwidths, digitized
transport can be advantageous and more advanced modulation
formats or parallel optical links could be used to address the
scalability requirements.
February 2016

IV. Optical Wireless – Photonics
as an Alternative to Rf in Short
Range Wireless Applications
Optical wireless communications can be a good candidate for
ultra-broadband wireless connectivity in indoor settings and
one of the key requirements is using low-cost solutions and
components. Therefore, for the uplink it is favorable to use
low-cost vertical-cavity-surface-emitting-laser (VCSEL) as the
light source. However, such VCSELs typically have limited
IEEE Photonics Society NEWSLETTER
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Figure 5. Analog transport of the OFDM signal from the RRU to the BBU over optical link.

be realized using the same system architecture [12]. The limited mobility can be
supported through the use of beam large
1
1
0
enough to cover the user’s position and
0
–1
–1
the surrounding area. This is achieved by
–2
–2
using a lens to increase the beam diver–2
0
2
0
2
–2
–20
–25
Analog B2B
gence and a MEMS-based steering mirror
BR at 8-bit 20-km
10-km SMF
BR at 6-bit 20-km
to adaptively guide the beam direction
–18
–20
in front of the fiber end. At the receiver
–16
side, the signal with direct line-of-sight
–15
(LOS) link is collected and detected with a
–14
simple non-imaging receiver based on the
–10
–12
compound parabolic concentrator (CPC).
For the uplink direction, low-cost VCSEL
–10
–5
is used as the light source and it is directly
–10 –11 –12 –13 –14 –15
–10 –11 –12 –13 –14 –15
Received power (dBm)
Received power (dBm)
modulated. For limited mobility purpose,
(a)
(b)
comparatively large beam size is used in the
uplink transmission as well and the beam
Figure 6. Comparison of error-vector magnitudes of the OFDM signals for (a) ARoF is roughly guided to the ceiling mounted
link (maximum possible link is 10 km) and (b) DRoF link (20 km is also possible).
fiber transceiver using the localization information. Then the signal is transmitted
back to the CO for centralized detection and processing.
electrical modulation bandwidth. We have recently demonIn the experiments, the wavelength used for the downstrated a full-duplex wireless system with 10 Gb/s downlink
link was 1550.92 nm and the 850 nm band was used for the
and 2 Gb/s uplink using a Carrierless Amplitude Pulse (CAP)
uplink. The transmission power was chosen at 7 mw for the
modulation format over a directly modulated link using low
downlink (as per laser eye and skin safety regulations) and
cost VCSELs [11].
5 mW for the uplink. The downlink bit rate was 10 Gb/s
The architecture of proposed high-speed full-duplex indoor
with the simplest OOK modulation format and the uplink
optical wireless communication system is shown in Fig. 7. A
bit rate was 2 Gb/s with 16-CAP modulation. The free-space
centralized architecture is adopted with one central office (CO)
propagation distance in the x-direction as defined in Fig. 2
serving multiple rooms. All complex and high-cost compowas fixed at 2 m. The VCSEL used in the uplink system had
nents and functions are located in the CO, whose cost can be
a 3 dB electrical modulation bandwidth of 510 MHz and the
shared by multiple users. The fiber distribution network (FDN),
steering mirror had a maximum steering range of 10°. Furwhich has already been widely deployed, is used to distribute the
thermore, in real applications, when the user is moving indownlink data to each room. Inside the room, limited mobility
side the room, there is a varying distance between the user’s
is combined with the indoor localization function, which can
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V. Optical Wireless for
Reconfigurable Interconnects
High-speed interconnects are highly demanded in data centers and high-performance computing, especially driven by
the denser system integration and the usage of multi-core
architectures [6] and providing high-speed reconfigurable
optical interconnects that meet the emerging requirements
of flexible connectivity has become a major challenge. We
proposed a reconfigurable card-to-card optical interconnect
architecture with VCSELs (as shown in Fig. 9) being modulated using the 16-Carrierless Amplitude/Phase (16-CAP)
format to demonstrate an integrated optical interconnect
February 2016

–4
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Maximum log10 (BER)

location and the beam center. However, the receiver used in
the experiments was sensitive to movements due to the comparatively complicated coupling system. Therefore, the beam
center position was changed by steering the MEMS-based
mirror to emulate the scenario of a moving user. In addition, strong background light always exists in real personal
working/living spaces due to the illumination requirements
and it typically degrades the system performance. As a result, the background light was included in the demonstration
experiments. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 8.
Over the entire coverage area, BER <10–9 and BER <10–4 are
achieved for the downlink and uplink, respectively. Therefore, by using the forward-errorcorrection (FEC) code in the
uplink, error-free operation can be achieved for both downlink and uplink systems simultaneously. The receiver sensitivity for the downlink at the BER of 10–9 is about –18.11
dBm, and for the uplink the receiver sensitivity at the BER
of 10–3 is about –17.32 dBm. The maximum possible coverage area was also characterized by measuring the BER at
beam boundaries when the beam footprint was varied, since
the BER there is the highest over the entire coverage area.
During measurements, the transmission power was kept at
7 mW for the downlink and 5 mW for the uplink. The downlink bit rate was fixed at 10 Gb/s and the uplink bit rate was
still 2 Gb/s. The free-space transmission distance was 2 m
representing a ceiling mounted base-stations and modem at a
desk height in a typical work environment.
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Figure 8. Measured BER at boundaries of the optical coverage
beams for the up- and the down-link operating 10 Gb/s and
2 Gb/s respectively.

modules with throughputs of up to 120 (3 × 40) Gb/s interconnects [13].
An optical interconnect module was designed, fabricated
and integrated onto a PCB. Specifically, a 1 × 4 VCSEL array
(850 nm, ~17° divergent angle and 250 nm pitch), the corresponding VCSEL driver circuits (4 QFN packaged drivers),
a 1 × 4 PD array (60 μm active diameter, 250 nm pitch and
~0.6 A/W responsivity at 850 nm) and 4 trans-impedance
amplifier (TIA) chips were integrated onto a single small-size
PCB. A micro-lens array (250 nm pitch) was then aligned
and mounted on top of the VCSEL array and the PD array to
collimate the VCSEL beams and focus received optical beams
onto the active windows of the PD elements.
In the experiments, 40 Gb/s 16-CAP signals were generated using an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) and after
signal detection at the receiver side, the signals were sampled
and stored in a digital storage scope (20 GHz bandwidth and
50 GS/s sampling rate) for offline demodulation. The VCSEL
elements used had a 3-dB modulation bandwidth of ~10 GHz
and the transmission power from each VCSEL was 2 mW. The
IEEE Photonics Society NEWSLETTER
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PD elements had a 3-dB bandwidth of ~9.6 GHz. In addition,
since separate MEMS mirror chips were employed instead of an
array as proposed before and the size of MEMS chips was larger
than the transmitter pitch. The measured biterror-rate (BER)
with respect to the horizontal distance between transmitter
and receiver modules is shown in Fig. 10. It is clear that for all
channels the BER increases with the horizontal distance. This
is mainly due to the Gaussian beam divergence since smaller signal power can be collected. Furthermore, it can be seen
from the Fig. 3 that channel 4 has the best performance while
channel 2 has the worst. This is because channel 4 detected
the signal with PD element 4, which was further away from
other channels and was less vulnerable to inter-channel crosstalk. It should also be noted that for interconnect applications,
the BER requirement is quite high and a BER of ~10–3 is not
sufficient. However, if forward-error-correction (FEC) code
is employed, a much better BER performance (10–9 or even
better) can be achieved [10].

VI. ‘Photonics for Wireless’ Research Team
Our research activities are collaborative with many colleagues
contributing to the team effort. Fig. 11 presents our current
members of our team. We have three other members–Yu Tian
and Tian Liang who are not on the photowall.
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Figure 11. Members of the ‘Photonics for Wireless’ team at the
University of Melbourne.
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VII. Summary
As many wireless systems increase in their bandwidth, scale and
multiband operations, ultra broadband nature of backhaul and
front-haul is creating demand for photonic solutions. In this article, we presented different categories of research that highlights the
role of Photonics in Wireless – These include optical networking
for backhauling small cells, front-hauling broadband wireless networks using photonic systems and links and photonics as a wireless
alternative in indoor networks and shorthaul interconnect applications. We hope you find our research is interesting and exciting.
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News
How 30 Students Built a Home That Can
Withstand a Natural Disaster
The project manager of the award-winning SURE house sheds light
on the two-year process
In the December issue of The Institute several articles delved into the
work of engineers who are working
on smart homes that are automated
and energy-efficient. However, a team
of students from Stevens Institute of
Technology, in Hoboken, N.J., took
this concept a step further by designing the SURE house, a structure that
is not only solar-powered, but can also
withstand powerful storms and flooding. They were inspired by the devastation caused by Hurricane Sandy,
which tore through the United States’
East Coast in 2012. The IEEE Photonics Society partnered with
SURE House early on in the design process, providing financial
support and connecting students with the IEEE community.
The team’s hard work paid off in October when the SURE
house won first prize in the U.S. Solar Decathlon, a contest
that challenges students around the world to build solar-powered homes.
The Institute recently caught up with Ed May, the team’s
project manager. May is president of Mayplewood Consulting, a
firm that specializes in project management, in Maplewood, N.J.
He explains that the biggest challenge the students faced had
nothing to do with engineering, and his hopes for their future.
You only had two years to get the SURE house ready for
competition day. How did your team get everything accomplished in that short amount of time?
We essentially had to start a design and construction firm from
scratch. Before building the house, the students had to establish and implement a number of things, including communication methods and file sharing, billing, inventory, purchasing
and storing materials, and sticking to a budget. They also had
to learn about construction techniques and how to safely use
the tools. Basically, the team had to create a functioning business while designing and building an energy-efficient home.
With such a short timeframe, the team needed to move
quickly to solve one problem after another, often wearing
many hats in the course of a single day. The most important
thing to develop during this type of project is good communication skills—they needed to be able to explain their ideas
verbally and through written reports as well as sketching out
their ideas.
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What were some of the biggest challenges?
Bringing all the students up to a level where they could communicate their ideas clearly among a large group was the single
biggest challenge for the faculty advisors. Students came into
the program with widely different backgrounds and skill sets,
and all of them had to learn to collaborate and think through
their designs together.
In addition, getting all the students familiar with green
building techniques, principles, and concepts was important.
We insisted that everyone on the team, no matter what their
backgrounds or what they were studying, should be able to
understand the workings of the entire building and how it performs. A lot of time was spent on teaching them the core principles of heat transfer, energy monitoring, and the other central
concepts of low-power building design.
How do you think building the SURE house will impact
students’ careers?
I hope this project inspires many of them to work on critical challenges like climate change and responsible energy
consumption, whether it’s with green building design, renewable energy technologies, or some other aspect. Even if
they go on to work in another field unrelated to building
design or energy, I hope our message of responsible energy
use carries over into whatever career they pursue. I also hope
the fundamental skills they learned—teamwork, communication skills, problem solving, and resiliency in the face of
setbacks—will help them succeed no matter where they land
as professionals.
Article from 3 December 2015 © Copyright 2015 The Institute
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New ANU Endowment for
Developing-world Scientists
Professor Chennupati Jagadish, IEEE Fellow and IEEE Photonics Society Volunteer, and his wife Vidya have kick-started
a new endowment fund to bring science students and academics from the developing world to study and do research at The
Australian National University (ANU).
The Chennupati and Vidya Jagadish Endowment Fund will
pay for up to four scholarships or fellowships a year for students
and researchers from the developing world to study or conduct
collaborative research for up to three months at the Research
School of Physics and Engineering (RSPE).
“Both my wife Vidya and I studied in India. So we really
wanted to give something back to the developing world,” said
Distinguished Professor Jagadish, who is Head of Semiconductor Optoelectronics and Nanotechnology Group at RSPE. “I
am grateful for the opportunities I had in my life and would
like to provide opportunities for others.”

The couple’s donation has been supported by the RSPE, the
College of Physical and Mathematical Sciences and the ANU,
taking the endowment to $500,000.
Professor Jagadish said exposing a person to the research
culture in the early stages of their career could help shape the
career they choose.
“ANU has the biggest physics school in the country and it
is one of the top research schools in the world. This is an opportunity to share the state of the art facilities and expertise with
those living in the developing world,” Professor Jagadish said.
“Participants will be able to form international links with
colleagues in the field of physics and take their experiences
back to their country. Collectively we can achieve bigger and
better things.”
RSPE Director Professor Tim Senden praised Jagadish and
Vidya for their generous and remarkable gift.
“Professor Jagadish has always been one of our most outstanding researchers. In him we can all see a passionate and
hugely encouraging spirit. His commitment to staff and students alike is a wonderful exemplar of how enabling a global
research community can be,” Professor Senden said.
“We’re overjoyed to assist Jagadish and Vidya build their
scholarship. In every way this invites access to the same opportunities they enjoyed, and embodies their fond desire to grow
that access for generations to come. Implicit in their gift is
the message that sustainability comes from community spirit.”
This fund joins the other 17 endowment funds established
at the RSPE in the recent years.
Copyright © The Australian National University (ANU)

Senior Member, Dr Ronald T. Logan Jr, has been
awarded an IET Achievement Medal
The IET Achievement Medals are awarded to individuals who
have made major and distinguished contributions in the various
sectors of science, engineering and technology. The medal was
awarded for “Seminal contributions to research and development of RF-photonic technologies and leadership in its deployment in commercial and defense applications.” on November
18, 2015 at the Brewery, Chiswell Street, London, England.
Dr. Logan identified Stimulated Brillouin Scattering as a
principal impediment in multi-carrier RF-photonic systems,
and devised a mitigating solution universally employed today
in all broadband CATV and cable modem internet access networks around the world.
He has led the development of the Fiber Optic Towed Decoy
system currently deployed in fighter aircrafts and his RF-photonic
system was deployed in the Space Shuttle Radar Topography
Mission in 2000.
February 2016
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His Initial work started at Caltech Jet Propulsion Laboratory and this led to co-founding a division of LDS Uniphase in
1995. He then founded Phasebridge Inc. and sold it to Emcore/
Ortel Corp. in 2005, where he then served as Vice President
and General Manager of the microwave and defense photonics
division. In 2011 he joined Glenair and founded the Active
Components Division where he is now the Chief Technologist
and Senior Director. Presently he is the Chairman of the board
of Ondax Inc., a Caltech technology spin-out company that is a

world-leading manufacturer of volume holographic filters, stabilized lasers, and advanced THz-Raman spectroscopy systems.
Dr Logan holds a B.S. and M.Eng. from Cornell University
and Ph.D. from University of Southern California, attended
executive management training at Stanford University, is a
Senior Member of the IEEE and a Life Member of the AOC
(electronic defense professional society.) He is an author of over
60 technical publications, and has more than 30 issued patents
and patents-pending.

1001 Inventions Events in Egypt to
Commemorate IYL 2015
In November 2015, 1001 Inventions, in partnership with the
Library of Alexandria and Cairo University, organized two events
in Egypt to celebrate the International Year of Light and Lightbased Technologies 2015 (IYL 2015) and Ibn al-Haytham.
On November 12th, the Library of Alexandria hosted an IYL
2015 celebration. The event was organized in partnership with
the Egyptian Academy of Scientific Research and Technology.
Attended by school and university students, the event
aimed at celebrating IYL 2015 and highlighting the contributions of the pioneering scientific thinker Ibn al-Haytham
to the understanding of vision, optics and light. The day’s activities included hands-on workshops demonstrating the role
of light and its applications, science performances (light show
and shadows play), and a small exhibition with one of Ibn alHaytham’s rarest manuscripts.
The fun packed event also featured a visit to the awardwinning 1001 Inventions exhibition currently hosted at the
Library of Alexandria Conference Center. At the exhibition,
visitors learned about the discoveries by remarkable scientists
during the Golden Age of Muslim Civilisation including Ibn
al-Haytham. The exhibition runs at the Library of Alexandria
until December 15, 2015.
On November 17th, the Science Heritage Center at Cairo
University, in collaboration with 1001 Inventions, organized
a seminar to celebrate IYL 2015 and pay tribute to the contributions of Ibn al-Haytham in the field of optics and light.
The seminar entitled “The World of Ibn al-Haytham and his
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Journey from Darkness to Light” included talks by reputable
professors of history, science and literature.
The event also featured an exhibition of relevant books and a
display of bibliography on the work of Ibn al-Haytham with the
support of the Egyptian General Authority for Books and National
Documents. The film “1001 Inventions and the Library of Secrets”
about the scientific heritage of Muslim civilization starring Oscarwinning actor Sir Ben Kingsley was screened during the event.

About 1001 Inventions
1001 Inventions is an award-winning, British-based organization that creates international educational campaigns and
engaging trans-media productions aiming to raise awareness
of the contributions to science, technology and culture from
the Golden Age of Muslim Civilization. Over the last decade,
1001 Inventions has engaged with over 200 million people
across the globe, with educational campaigns in cities such as
in London, Istanbul, New York, Washington DC, Los Angeles,
Kuala Lumpur, Abu Dhabi and Jeddah.
1001 Inventions works with a network of international
partners and leading academics, and through its academic
partner FSTC (UK), to produce world-class experiences, interactive exhibits, feature films, live shows, books and classroom
learning materials that are being used by hundreds of thousands of educators around the world.
Copyright © IYL2015
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Spain Celebrates its Closing Ceremony of the
International Year of Light
The Closing Ceremony of the International Year of Light and
Light-based Technologies 2015 (IYL 2015) for Spain took place
at the Auditorium of the Spanish National Research Council
(CSIC) on Tuesday, November 24. The Chairman of the IYL 2015
Steering Committee of the International Year of Light, Dr. John
Dudley, and renowned personalities of the academic and business
sectors related to light and technologies attended the ceremony.
In his speech, Dudley thanked the involvement of Spain, a
country that was “one of the first to support the initiative for an
International Year of the light”. He then gave a 30-minute technical talk entitled “1000 years of optics, 50 years of solitons”.
Later in the event, the President of the Spanish IYL 2015
Committee, Maria Josefa Yzuel, showcased the role of light
and its associated technologies “to address global challenges
such as health, welfare, energy efficiency, sustainable development and access to information”.
Additionally, Yzuel greatly appreciated that the activities
under the International Year of Light “reached more than one
million people”. So, according to her, this is has been an “excellent initiative to spread scientific culture society and encourage
vocations to scientific careers.”
The president of the Spanish National Research Council
(CSIC) and the Secretary of State for Research, Development
and Innovation, Carmen Vela, also participated in the event,
asserting the need to promote science in society.
After the session, attendees enjoyed a light show, entitled
“Catch Your Shadow”, thanks to the Professional Association
of Lighting Designers (APDI).

throughout Spain and participated in the distribution of
initiatives of other external entities to commemorate the
Year of Light.
Since the beginning of 2015, around 300 initiatives were
carried out to bring the science of light and light technologies to the public of Spain. The activities were very diverse:
conferences, seminars, industry meetings, educational activities, artistic events, competitions, special awards, etc. Articles
were also published and broadcasts on TV and radio were performed.
Examples of other activities performed were: 22 conferences, 14 congresses, 50 informative talks, 50 activities oriented students, 45 divulgation and 37 art events. A multitude of resources were generated in all types of media to
bring the phenomenon of light and its associated technologies to society. You can see a full list of the activities at www.
luz2015.es.

Institutional and Business Support

A Year Full of Light With More
than 300 Activities

Furthermore, the Spanish Committee of the International Year
of Light collected various business and institutional support
thought-out the year. A Spanish Committee of Honor was
created and composed of several important persons from the
academic and business worlds in Spain, and chaired by Queen
Letizia.
On the business side, several companies, such as Red Electrica of Spain, Iberdrola, Lasing, Ambilamp and MTB Lasing
Precision Technology, related with light and its technologies
collaborated with the Spanish Committee of International
Year of Light through a sponsorship program provided for
this purpose.

In 2015, the Spanish Committee of the International
Year of Light promoted an organized plan of initiatives

Copyright © IYL2015
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International Year of Light 2015 Closing Ceremony
Throughout 2015, the International Year of Light 2015 (IYL
2015) has been a tremendously,
successful global initiative with
thousands of events, reaching
millions of people, in over a hundred countries. The initiative
was brought to an official close
with a ceremony held over three
days, from 4–6 February 2016,
in Mérida, Mexico. Over 500
members of the International
Year of Light community, from
amongst the diplomatic, scientific and business sectors around
the world, attended the closing. The IEEE Photonics Society
volunteer leads and staff participated in the ceremonies many
activities and exhibition.
The Closing Ceremony provided a forum to both continue
the celebration of light and its many applications in science
and society, but also discuss the achievements of the International Year of Light and look forward to continuing its success in the future. The program was opened with messages
from UN, UNESCO and IYL 2015 leaders, and an impressive
range of speakers then contributed over three days’ worth keynote lectures, symposia, exhibitions and round-tables covering areas of basic science, technology, development, lighting
solutions in society, art & culture, the history of science, and
science policy.
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The Closing Ceremony also
included a film and video festival
and an extensive outreach program
which was open to the public. A
range of science outreach activities for different audiences were
carried out, seeking to promote a
scientific culture among students
and society at large. These activities included workshops in various
locations in and around the city of
Mérida. A parallel cultural program showcased performances and
installations from leading light artists, and an optional excursion
to the Mayan Archaeological Site of Chichen Itza for participants.
Keynote speakers included Nobel laureates John Mather and
Shuji Nakamura. John Mather is an astrophysicist and cosmologist who won the 2006 Nobel Prize in Physics. He is a senior
astrophysicist at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center and
was listed in 2007 amongst Time magazine’s 100 Most Influential People in The World. Shuji Nakamura is an electronic engineer and won the 2014 Nobel Prize in Physics for his invention
of the blue LED, a major breakthrough in lighting technology.
The program also incorporated contributions by leading international speakers including: Gustavo Avilés, Vanderlei Bagnato,
Fabio Bevilacqua, Gihan Kamel, Sir Peter Knight, Noureddine
Melikechi, 1001 Inventions, Víctor Palacio, Sir David Payne, Sir
John Pendry, Lluis Torner, Ling-An Wu and many others.
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Spotlight

Niloy Dutta
Niloy Dutta was appointed Editor-in-Chief of Photonics Journal beginning January 2015. He
took over the helm from Professor Carmen Menoni who was the founding Editor of this open access
journal of the IEEE Photonics Society.
Niloy received his MS and PhD in Physics from Cornell University in 1976 and 1978 respectively. He received his BSc (Honours) and MSc in Physics from St. Stephen’s College, New Delhi
in 1972 and 1974 respectively. Since 1997 he has been a Professor of Physics at the University of
Connecticut. Prior to that from 1990 to 1997 he was Head of Optoelectronic Device Research
Department at Bell Laboratories at Murray Hill, NJ.
During his doctoral and post doctoral work he conducted experiments on intracavity absorption
spectroscopy using a tunable infrared laser and photoexcited charge transfer between inert gas ions
and alkali atoms. He joined Bell Laboratories in 1979 where he has made numerous contributions
to the research and development of semiconductor lasers for lightwave transmission systems. His
many significant research accomplishments include explanation of the high temperature perforNiloy Dutta
mance of long wavelength semiconductor lasers, first InGaAsP quantum well laser, first tunable
Bragg reflector laser, first 10 Gb/s lightwave transmission field experiment, first coherent transmission field experiment, and two
dimensional optical interconnection systems.
He joined the University of Connecticut in 1997 as Professor of Physics. His current research programs include high speed optical transmission, optical networks, photonic logic devices and circuits, fiber lasers and optical coherence tomography.
He has published over 350 papers and many review chapters on semiconductor lasers, optical amplifiers, coherent transmission
systems, optoelectronic integration, device physics and lightwave telecommunication system experiments. He has co-authored
books on “Long Wavelength Semiconductor Lasers “(1986), “Semiconductor Lasers” (1992), “Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers”
(2006), and, “Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers” 2nd. edition (2013), Fiber Amplifiers and Fiber Lasers (2014). He has edited: “
Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting Lasers” (2000), “ WDM Technologies – Active Optical Components” (2003),“WDM Technologies – Passive Optical Components” (2004), and, “WDM Technologies – Optical Networks” (2005).
He has been the Associate Editor of IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics (1997-2002) and Associate Editor of Photonics Technology Letters (from 2009-2014). He is a Fellow of the Institute of Electrical Engineers (IEEE), the Optical Society of America
and the International Society of Optical Engineers (SPIE). He received the LEOS Distinguished Lecturer Award in1995. He is an
elected Member of Connecticut Academy of Science and Engineering.
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Careers and Awards

IEEE Photonics Society - Call for Nominations

IEEE Photonics Society 2016 Awards
Nomination deadline: 5 APRIL 2016
Nomination Form

Previous Recipients

The Aron Kressel Award is given to recognize those individuals who have made important contributions to
opto-electronic device technology. The device technology cited is to have had a significant impact on their applications
in major practical systems. The intent is to recognize key contributors to the field for developments of critical
components, which lead to the development of systems enabling major new services or capabilities. These
achievements should have been accomplished in a prior time frame sufficient to permit evaluation of their lasting
impact. The work cited could have appeared in the form of publications, patents products, or simply general recognition
by the professional community that the individual cited is the agreed upon originator of the advance upon which the
award decision is based. The award may be given to an individual or group, up to three in number. The award is
administered by the Aron Kressel Awards Committee and presented at the IEEE Photonics Conference.
The Engineering Achievement Award is given to recognize an exceptional engineering contribution that has had a
significant impact on the development of lasers or electro-optics technology or the commercial application of
technology within the past ten years. It may be given to an individual or a group for a single contribution of significant
work in the field. The intention is to recognize some significant engineering contribution which has resulted in
development of a new component, a new processing technique, or a new engineering concept which has had a
significant impact in either bringing a new technology to the market, significantly improving the manufacturability of a
component or device, or creating a new technology which will greatly accelerate or stimulate R&D. No candidate shall
have previously received a major IEEE award for the same work. Candidates need not be members of the IEEE or the
Photonics Society. The award will be presented at the IEEE Photonics Conference.
The Quantum Electronics Award is given for exceptional and outstanding technical contributions that have had a
major impact in the fields of quantum electronics and lasers and electro-optics. This award is given for truly excellent
and time-tested work in any of the fields of interest of the Photonics Society. It may be given to an individual or to a
group for a single outstanding contribution or for a long history of significant technical work in the field. No candidate
shall have previously received a major IEEE award for the same work. Candidates need not be members of the IEEE or
the Photonics Society. The award will be presented at the IEEE Photonics Conference.
The William Streifer Scientific Achievement Award is given to recognize an exceptional single scientific
contribution, which has had a significant impact in the field of lasers and electro-optics in the past ten years. The award
is given for a relatively recent, single contribution, which has had a major impact on the Photonics Society research
community. It may be given to an individual or a group for a single contribution of significant work in the field. No
candidate shall have previously received a major IEEE award for the same work. Candidates need not be members of
the IEEE or the Photonics Society. The award will be presented at the IEEE Photonics Conference.
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CALL FOR NOMINATIONS
IEEE Photonics Society 2016 Distinguished Service Award
Nomination deadline: 30 April 2016
The Distinguished Service Award was established to recognize an exceptional
individual contribution of service that has had significant benefit to the membership of
the IEEE Photonics Society as a whole. This level of service will often include serving
the Society in several capacities or in positions of significant responsibility. Candidates
should be members of the Photonics Society. The award is presented at the IEEE
Photonics Conference formerly known as the IEEE Photonics Society Annual Meeting.
Nomination Form

February 2016
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Meet the Newly Elected Members of the
Board of Governors 2016–2018

RENÉ-JEAN ESSIAMBRE (M’97-SM’06-F’13) is a Distinguished Member of Technical
Staff (DMTS) at Bell Laboratories, Alcatel-Lucent in Holmdel, New Jersey. He has
served as a member or chaired committees at the Optical Fiber Communication (OFC)
conference, the European Conference on Optical Communication (ECOC), the IEEE
Photonics Conference (IPC) and the Conference on Lasers and Electro-Optics
(CLEO). He was the Program Chair of CLEO Science and Innovations (CLEO S&I) in
2012 and General Chair for 2014.

ODILE LIBOIRON-LADOUCEUR (S’97-M’07-SM’14) is a Canada Research Chair and Associate Professor in the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering at McGill
University in Montreal, Canada. Since 2009, she is an Associate Editor for the IEEE
Photonics Technology Letters. She served as a technical program committee member
on the Optical Interconnection Networks for Datacom and Computercom committee
(2012-2014) of the Optical Fiber Communications (OFC) conference, the Nanophotonics committee (2011-2014) of the IEEE Photonics Conference (IPC), and now serves
on the Optical Switching Functions & Building Blocks committee of the Photonics in
Switching conference.

SIMON B POOLE (M’90 – F’01) is Director, New Business Ventures at Finisar Corporation. He has served on numerous conference organizing and technical program committees, including Topical Meetings on Fiber Bragg Gratings and Optical Amplifiers, as
well as being a member of the International Steering Committee for OECC from 20042006. He was an IEEE Photonics Society Distinguished Lecturer, lecturing on Startups and Entrepreneurship, from 2012 – 2014.

LESLIE ANN RUSCH (S'91-M'94-SM'00-F'10) received the B.S.E.E. degree (with honors)
from the California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, in 1980 and the M.A. and Ph.D.
degrees in electrical engineering from Princeton University, Princeton, NJ, in 1992 and
1994, respectively. Dr. Rusch has experience in defense, industrial and academic communications research. She was a communications project engineer for the Department of
Defense from 1980-1990. She spent two years (2001-2002) at Intel Corporation creating
and managing a group researching new wireless technologies. She is currently a Professor in the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering at Université Laval, QC,
Canada.
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Call for Nominations: IEEE Medals and Recognitions

Image: IEEE

Nominations are due 1 July 2016 for the 2017 IEEE Medals and Recognitions. IEEE Medals are the highest recognition
within the IEEE awards hierarchy, with the prestigious IEEE
Medal of Honor as the premier award. IEEE Medals embrace
broad and significant contributions within the technical fields
of interest of IEEE.
IEEE Recognitions reward member’s individual contributions to IEEE, published papers, and corporate advancements
within the IEEE fields of interest.
All IEEE members are encouraged to submit a nomination
for a worthy candidate within their technical fields.
For more information visit http://www.ieee.org/awards or
email awards@ieee.org.

Petition for Candidates for Election to the
Photonics Society Board of Governors
Petitions for candidates for the next Photonics Society Board
of Governors election must be received by the Photonics Society Executive Office no later than 1 April 2016. The Petition must bear the signatures of one percent of the members of

Photonics Society as of 1 January 2016, and an indication by
the candidate of his/her willingness to serve if elected. Printed
name, signature and IEEE member number are required for all
individuals signing the petition.

The 2016 IEEE Photonics Society Young Investigator
Award Recipient Igor Aharonovich
The IEEE Photonics Society
Young Investigator Award was
established to honor an individual who has made outstanding technical contributions to
photonics (broadly defined) prior
to his or her 35th birthday.
The 2016 Young Investigator Award will be presented to
Igor Aharonovich, “for contribution to the development of single
Igor Aharonovich
photon emitters in wide bandgap
materials.” The presentation will take place at the CLEO Conference, June 5–10, 2016, San Jose, California.
Igor Aharonovich received his PhD in 2010 from the
University of Melbourne and spent two years in Harvard as
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a postdoctoral researcher. In 2013 Igor returned to Australia
and joined the School of Mathematical and Physical Sciences,
University of Technology Sydney (UTS), where he is currently
an Associate Professor and the leader of the Nanophotonics
laboratory.
Igor’s group is focusing on exploring single emitters in wide
band gap semiconductors, and their implementation in quantum technologies and bio-medical applications. His group is
also interested in innovative approaches for nanofabrication of
nanophotonics devices for low threshold lasing and energy efficient light sources.
Igor is a recipient of the Australian Research Council Discovery Early Career Research (ECR) Award, the Geoff Opat
Early Career Researcher Prize from the optical society of Australia and UTS Vice Chancellor award for Research Excellence
(ECR category).
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IEEE Photonics Society Fellows–Class of 2016

IEEE Fellow is a distinction reserved for select IEEE members whose extraordinary accomplishments
in any of the IEEE fields of interest are deemed fitting of this prestigious grade elevation. The IEEE
Grade of Fellow is conferred by the Board of Directors.

Please join us in congratulating the 13 Photonics Society Members who are included in the Class of 2016.
Patrick Fay, University of Notre Dame, “for contributions to compound semiconductor tunneling and high-speed device
technologies.”
Aaron Hawkins, Brigham Young University, “for contributions to optofluidics.”

Katsumi Kishino, Sophia University, “for contributions to III-V light emitter technology.”

William Krupke, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, “for leadership in laser science and technology.”

Shinji Matsuo, NTT Device Technology Laboratories, “for contributions to heterogeneous integration of semiconductor
lasers.”

David Moss, RMIT University, “for contributions to all-optical signal processing chips and commercial products for fibre
optic communications.”
Min Qiu, Zhejiang University, “for contributions to nanophotonic devices.”

Stojan Radic, University of California, San Diego, “for contributions to optical signal processing by leveraging optical
fiber non-linearities.”
B.M. Azizur Rahman, City University London. “for contributions to the application of fully vectorial finite element
methods to photonic design.”

Rajeev Ram, MIT—Massachusetts Institute of Technology, “for contributions to semiconductor lasers and integration of
photonics with CMOS electronics.”
Gregory Raybon, Bell Labs, “for contributions to high-speed optical communication systems.”

David Sampson, University of Western Australia, “for contributions to fiber-optic biophotonics and biomedical optical
imaging.”
Bruce Smith, Rochester Institute of Technology, “for contributions to semiconductor lithography.”
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Alan H. Gnauck Wins 2016 John Tyndall Award
The IEEE Photonics Society and The Optical Society
(OSA) announced that Alan H.
Gnauck of Bell Labs, AlcatelLucent, USA, is the recipient of
the 2016 John Tyndall Award,
an honor endowed by Corning,
Inc. Gnauck is being recognized
for “sustained pioneering research contributions that drove
commercialization of highAlan H. Gnauck
speed, high capacity lightwave
communication systems.” The award, one of the top honors in
the fiber optics community, will be presented to Gnauck during
the plenary session of the 2016 Optical Fiber Conference (OFC)
Conference taking place in Anaheim, California, USA, 20–24
March 2016.
Gnauck joined Bell Laboratories in 1982 and is currently
a member of Technical Staff in the Transmission System Research Group, where his research has focused on optical fiber
communications including optical devices and systems. He has
performed record-breaking optical transmission experiments
at single-channel rates and demonstrated the first terabit transmission in 1996. During his career, he has investigated coherent detection, chromatic-dispersion compensation techniques,
parametric optical signal processing and system impacts of fiber nonlinearities. Currently, Gnauck is involved in the study
of wavelength-division multiplexed (WDM) systems with
single-channel rates of 100 Gb/s or higher.
“The Tyndall Award was designed specifically to recognize
pioneers in fiber optics technology such as Alan Gnauck,” said
Christopher Jannuzzi, Executive Director, IEEE Photonics Society. “His vital and sustained contributions to high-speed,
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high-capacity lightwave communications have helped shape
the modern world. It is an honor for us to be able to recognize
his seminal work.”
Gnauck has authored more than 250 journal and conference
papers and holds over 29 patents in optical communications. He
was elected as a Fellow to The Optical Society in 2004 for his
demonstration of new optical transmission technologies. He was
named an IEEE Fellow in 2009 and a member of the National
Academy of Engineering in 2012. He served as an associate editor for IEEE Photonics Technology Letters from 2000 to 2009 and
on the Optical Fiber Communications Conference technical subcommittee in 2000, 2001 and 2003 before chairing the subcommittee in 2004. In 2003, he received the Paul Foreman Team
Engineering Excellence award for his numerous achievements in
the development of high speed, ultra-high capacity lightwave
systems, including the first demonstration of a Terabit/s system.
“Alan’s work has been instrumental increasing the capacity of optical communication transmission systems, enhancing
the capabilities of transmission systems without companies
needing to invest in additional cables,” said Elizabeth Rogan,
CEO, The Optical Society. “His outstanding contributions to
optical-fiber technology, make him an ideal Tyndall Award recipient, and we are honored to recognize his accomplishments
and career.”
The John Tyndall Award is named for the 19th century scientist who was the first to demonstrate the phenomenon of
internal reflection. First presented in 1987, the Tyndall Award
recognizes an individual who has made pioneering, highly significant, or continuing technical or leadership contributions
to fiber optics technology. Corning, Inc. endows the award, a
prize check and a glass sculpture that represents the concept
of total internal reflection. The award is co-sponsored by The
Optical Society and the IEEE Photonics Society.
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Membership
University of Michigan Celebrating Maxwell’s
Equations: 150 Years

A special celebration took place on November 20 at the
University of Michigan that brought over 100 attendees
together to commemorate the anniversary of James Clerk
Maxwell’s foundational treatise on light and electromagnetism. Titled “Celebrating Maxwell’s Equations: 150 Years,”
the event was composed of students, researchers, and industry experts from around the nation. Attendees enjoyed
keynote talks, project demonstrations, and open discussion
from a panel of experts.
This event was one of many around the world celebrating
Maxwell and other major contributions to the field of optics
as part of the 2015 International Year of Light. Sponsored
by the United Nations, the International Year of Light is a
global initiative to highlight the importance of light and optical technologies. Scientific communities held special events
to honor light’s capabilities and Maxwell’s 1865 treatise to
our understanding of light and electromagnetism.
Attendees of the event were treated to two keynote talks by
Drs. Arthur Yaghjian (titled “What did Maxwell Do and How
Did He Do it: Overview of Maxwell’s Treatise”) and James
Rautio (titled “Life of James Clerk Maxwell”). Each speaker
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is an expert on Maxwell and his work, and sought to illustrate
the importance of the physicist’s treatise as well as offer insight
into his life and career.
In 1865, James Clerk Maxwell (1831–1879) published A
Dynamical Theory of the Electrodynamic Field, which featured the original set of what is now referred to as Maxwell’s
equations. Through these equations, Maxwell described
scientifically the propagation of light and electromagnetic
waves travelling through space at the speed of light. His
equations have been called the “second great unification in
physics,” following Isaac Newton’s formulation of the laws
of motion and gravity, and his contributions to science and
impact on society have been likened to those of Albert Einstein. He is considered the founder of the field of electromagnetic theory.
Local optics professionals, Sue Dean and Dr. Deanna McMillen, also joined the speakers during the event for an open
panel discussion; offering career advice for grad students in attendance and an inside look at the work of optics engineers.
The evening’s reception was accompanied by a student
demo competition. Students were challenged to create a demonstration of one of Maxwell’s equations for middle or high
schoolers, and were judged by professors, event organizers, and
local teachers. The three winning teams each received a cash
prize and attendees could vote for the “People’s Choice” winner: 1st place, People’s Choice Award: Seeing Maxwell’s Equations by Brian Worthmann and TJ Flynn; 2nd place: Invisibility by Nicholas Chiotellis; 3rd place: Dispersion of Light by
Anthony Aiello and Yongbum Park.
This event was sponsored by the IEEE Photonics Society,
ECE University of Michigan, Optical Society, International
Society for Optics and Photonics, IEEE Electron Devices Society, IEEE Antennas and Propagation Society, IEEE Microwave
Theory and Techniques Society, the National Science Foundation, IEEE Photonics Society, and the IEEE/Eta Kappa Nu.
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Lighting the Way for Women in Photonics
Targeted outreach and humanitarian efforts fuel the new initiative
The year 2014 was a big one
for women’s engineering programs; not only did IEEE
Women in Engineering (WIE)
celebrate its 20th anniversary,
but the IEEE Photonics Society, inspired by WIE’s decades
of progress, unveiled its own
Women in Photonics initiative. Officially launched at
the IEEE Photonics Society
flagship annual conference in October 2014, the program is
dedicated to creating and promoting activities that support the
participation, engagement, and advancement of women in the
photonics and optics community.
“Creating a women’s initiative was high on my list of priorities for my term,” says 2014–2015 IEEE Photonics Society
president Dr. Dalma Novak. “I’ve been a member of WIE for a
long time and seen all of the great things that it is accomplishing for encouraging women in engineering. I’ve also attended
women’s programs in other technical fields, such as Women
in Microwaves, and I thought our Society should have its own
focused program.”
The IEEE Photonics Society has a history of supporting
women, boasting its first female president back in 1993, and
it actually has a higher percentage of women within its board
of governors and senior volunteer leadership than its general
membership base. At around 7% female membership, Novak
notes that the numbers aren’t alarming and she estimates the
Society to be comparable to, or in some cases even better than,
other technical groups within the IEEE. “Obviously within the
general context of women in STEM we could be doing a lot
better,” she concedes, “but everyone recognizes that getting
more women into technical fields is something that as a society
we’ve been dealing with for decades.”

Arti Agrawal (left) and Dalma Novak at the 2014 Women in
Photonics launch reception.
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The Women in Photonics initiative is one such attempt.
By conducting more outreach to women and offering activities to support their engagement, “We’re trying to bridge the
gap between the number of women in the wider community
and women within our membership base,” says Lauren Mecum, Community Outreach and Development manager for the
IEEE Photonics Society. “Our Women in Photonics activities
are open to both members and nonmembers. It’s mostly about
inclusive professional development and advancement overall.
Since photonics is such a cross-disciplinary science, our events
also appeal to members of other societies within the IEEE.”
Coupled with a growing interest in a dedicated Women
in Photonics initiative was an organizational opportunity.
As Dr. Novak was starting her term as president two years
ago, a concurrent new vice president of Membership, Dr. Paul
Juodawlkis, opted to restructure the IEEE Photonics Society
Membership Council. Shifting away from a council with volunteer associate vice presidents (AVPs) who each oversaw a
specific region in the world to one where each AVP oversees a
target outreach area opened up a spot for Dr. Arti Agrawal, the
AVP for the Women in Photonics initiative, who champions
the program within the Society’s leadership.
Agrawal wanted to get involved with the program because
of a personal passion for improving the number of women in
the field and believes Women in Photonics can play a pivotal
role in combating the issue. “There are a lot of cultural reasons,
including stereotyping, that can keep women away from science and engineering fields such as optics,” Agrawal explains.
“Because of that, we are losing some exceptionally talented
people who could invent, say, the next laser. We need to address these reasons so girls and women come to these professions and face no barriers to entry or progression. When we
get there we’ll have a much better talent pool working in the
scientific profession, making life better for all of humanity.”
With key volunteers in place, Women in Photonics officially launched with a reception at the IEEE Photonics Conference
in October 2014. Since that time, the team has been working
off the momentum of a great response to the announcement,
using social media and e-blasts to keep members and nonmembers informed of news while building volunteering opportunities for those who are interested in getting involved.
Already some of the 103 global IEEE Photonics Society
Chapters are taking up the charge, appointing liaisons to work
with the main office and hosting their own programming.
Earlier this year, there was a Women in Photonics professional development luncheon organized by a Chapter in Santa
Clara, California, and the Baltimore, Maryland, group sponsored a panel session with three early-career young professionals speaking about their work in photonics. These are just a
few examples of the types of events highlighted in the group’s
bimonthly newsletter, which also carries articles geared toward
women and spotlights a “member of the month.”
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In October 2015, the IEEE Photonics Society’s annual flagship conference marked one year since the Women in Photonics launch, and the group again held a prominent place on the
event’s schedule of activities. The conference featured a Women in Photonics networking reception, a “soft skills” training
session, and a speakers panel. “We wanted the panel to be very
career oriented,” says Jean Kalkavage, who organized the session. “The idea was to grab the attention of younger women in
the audience and show them potential role models.” To demonstrate the diversity of opportunities, Kalkavage assembled a
mix of people: some who were just starting out in their careers
and others who were more established. They included a few
academics as well as women from industry and government.
Discussion topics ranged from how the panelists chose their
careers in engineering to moments in which they either questioned their choices or were particularly inspired.
Kalkavage, who is early in her own career at the Applied
Physics Laboratory at Johns Hopkins University, says she
wished a program like Women in Photonics existed when
she was first deciding what to study. “At Boston University, I
once stood in front of a poster of around 50 faculty members
within the Department of Electrical Engineering, and maybe
four of them were women,” she recalls. “There were quite a lot
of females in my classes, but there is clearly a disconnect with
women staying in the field, so I wonder if societies like this
will make a difference.”
The IEEE Photonics Society hopes so, and is targeting outreach to younger girls in particular to convey the opportunities for women in photonics. “I think we all recognize that the
key is to get girls interested at a young age and then support
and nurture them,” says Novak. To that end, the membership
council also has an AVP of Education. “He’s developing a curriculum that we can take to schools and talk to science teachers
about how to introduce concepts of optics to young people in a
way that’s engaging,” Novak adds.

Lighting the Way
Women in Photonics and the IEEE Photonics Society also partnered with the United Nations to support 2015 as the International Year of Light, an initiative aimed at educating people
around the world about the importance of light-based activity.

Students with a Light Blox Kit, provided by Laser Classroom,
distributed as part of “Introduce a Girl to Photonics” week.
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Children with solar lamps, provided as part of the SolarAid
campaign. (Photo: SolarAid)

Coinciding with the IEEE Photonics Conference and IEEE Day
2015 in October was “Introduce a Girl to Photonics Week,”
programming that functioned similarly to “bring your child
to work” day.
“There were events and activities around the world to encourage girls to participate and develop interests in photonics and light sciences,” says Lauren Mecum. “We mobilized a
number of the Society’s student outreach ambassadors to take
educational kits to schools to demonstrate how light works.
Lessons were given on reflection, refraction, and the basics of
how light bends and moves.” The goal was to coordinate events
and help support Chapter activities that allow young girls to
shadow an adult (parent or mentor) that works in the photonics
and optics fields.
There’s also a humanitarian objective to the International
Year of Light, which provides people in developing countries
with access to lights because, without it, many people cannot continue their education or trade work after the sun goes
down, instead relying on dangerous alternatives to lighting
such as homemade kerosene lamps.
“We’re partnering with SolarAid, whose mission is to eradicate kerosene lamps in Africa by the year 2020,” shares Novak.
“It is an ambitious task but the lamps are very dangerous because they generate so much toxic smoke that it’s equivalent
to smoking a pack of cigarettes a day.” To help, the IEEE Photonics Society is doing outreach within its own community to
sponsor the solar lamps that SolarAid produces and ships to
developing nations.
Looking ahead, the Women in Photonics team has several
projects in the works to further keep young people and current
photonics professionals involved. They are in the process of developing educational programs and materials such as trainings,
massive open online courses, and webinars and are looking for
writers and bloggers for both a new website and the bimonthly
e-newsletter.
Currently, Agrawal is reviewing the IEEE Photonics Society editorial boards and conference committees to help each
achieve a better gender balance. Once that’s complete, there
will be more volunteer opportunities specifically for women
in leadership positions. Agrawal points out that the timing
couldn’t be better for women thinking about volunteering.
“Getting involved with Women in Photonics and the IEEE
February 2016

Photonics Society gives women a great chance to develop their
skills, build a network, learn about the Society, and influence
the direction it takes,” she explains.
Women in Photonics is still a young initiative that could
go in many directions, but Novak has some ideas about what
success looks like. “One of the big successes would be an increase in membership and particularly an increase in female
membership, because women see that we have a program in
place to really support their careers,” she says. “Another goal
is to increase the visibility of women overall. Seeing women
participate in STEM is very important because young girls can
see that there are role models for them in their own careers.”

The Society is certainly building toward that success, with
the number of responses to calls for volunteers, especially from
young women, already growing in the year since the launch.
“I’m a strong proponent of volunteering,” states Novak.
“When you get involved, you become part of a community,
which increases your opportunities, and that’s when you stay
retained in the field. Retention of women in photonics is something that I hope we’ll be able to achieve.”
Article originally from Dec issue of IEEE Women in Engineering
Magazine; written by Leslie Prives, freelance writer living in New
York City.

Women in Photonics Workshop
“A Conversation on Women Leaders in Science with Prof. Donna Strickland”
The IEEE Photonics Society
and Institute of Physics sponsored a workshop, titled “A
Conversation on Women Leaders in Science with Prof. Donna
Strickland”, on November 13,
2015 at the Institute of Physics in London. Prof. Strickland,
leading figure in the optics
community, is very well respected and known scientist
and co-inventor of chirped pulse amplification, her work having
been sited over 7000 times. The conversation, led by Associate
Vice President Dr. Arti Agrawal, was centred on leadership.
As facilitator, Agrawal asked Strickland an array of questions and then opened the floor to the audience for Q&A. Below are points taken from the talk.

Are Female Leaders Different and
What Do Female Leaders Bring?

Need for Women Leaders

In Strickland’s personal experiences, she has been given great
support and encouragement from both male and female senior
colleagues and peers. She felt that the supportive environment,
encouragement and the belief from her peers/senior colleagues
helped her become an able and effective leader. In some situations she may not have reached out for certain leadership roles
herself, until being “pushed” by male colleagues and seniors.
Strickland stressed that the key for women to achieve leadership roles is for men and women within in the scientific
community and professional bodies to foster encouragement
from the top. Leaders need to play an active role in encouraging
women to take on leadership positions and support diversity.
Adopt a welcoming, inclusive environment.
Strickland went on say that the most difficult obstacle she
has faced is learning to say “no.” Throughout her career she
was always eager to take on several service roles and felt the
need to say yes to most leadership positions offered, which took
time away from her research. She stressed that is important for

Strickland expressed that she felt the gender of the leader is irrelevant, rather competence is more important. There is a need
for female leaders as well as male leaders within photonics; the
important point being the community needs good leaders.
However, she stressed that the number of female leaders should
be representative of the professional body make up. So if 15%
members are female, then she would expect that once in 6 years
the leader of that body should be female.

Why are there such few female leaders/
females in Science and Engineering?
Strickland made the point that in higher paying professions
within STEM there are more women. When society starts valuing Science and Engineering as much as it does certain other
professions, with a commensurate gender-balanced pay check,
Strickland stated the profession would attract more women. As
a knock-on effect, more leaders would then be female.
February 2016

Differences are based more on individual personalities, Strickland answered. She felt there was no large difference between
male and female leaders because of their gender. However,
Strickland encouraged women leaders to act as role models to
younger women to inspire them towards leadership. Through
relatable engagement women may have better success directly
encouraging and cultivating the talents of young women and
girls interested in STEM. While young people today have more
opportunities to become exposed to STEM subjects than ever
before, more still needs to be done. STEM fields can do better at
supporting efforts to foster girls. The value of mentorship is irreplaceable. Attracting and retaining more women in STEM careers can help improve diversity, maximize creativity and boost
competitiveness.

Is it Difficult to Be a Leader for Women
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women especially to strike the right balance between doing
non-research activities and saying yes to every request (committee membership, chairing panels, and many administrative
tasks) that is sent their way.

Other Diversity Concerns
During her talk, Strickland drew attention to a fact that racial equality often gets lost in the discussion of gender. There
are very few African American or Hispanic leaders in the optics and photonics community. The term minority can be difficult to define in a global context, where a minority in one
country, is not a minority in another region. However, she
noted that within continental America and Europe at large,
leadership is mostly white in the field. Ethnic minority representation is rather low. Strickland noted that more outreach
and awareness needs to be brought to the subject to reverse
the trend.

How Does One Acquire the Skills
Needed to Be a Good Leader?
Strickland stated that leadership was not an overnight
skill. Being part of a board over a period of time, she
learned about organisational structure. Knowing the ins

and outs of an organisation is important to lead it effectively: what does the organisation do; who are the stakeholders; how does it accomplish its mission; what are the
challenges; and so on.
Observing others on boards and in leadership positions
closely was helpful in learning skills about dealing with
difficult situations and people. Having been involved in
service, as a volunteer and as part of a department on various committees and groups, she developed skills and experience, as well as a network. The network was a resource
that provided her advice and helped steer Strickland in
her career.

How has Leadership
Developed her Profile?
Having been a leader, Strickland felt that it raised her profile
in a way that being an academic alone would not have done.
She’s had the opportunity to see the world. Within her various
positions, she travelled to places and met people she would
not have met otherwise. Traveling can make you a better
leader through cultural awareness, enhanced communication,
problem solving and decision making. Therefore leadership
opened up new opportunities.

IEEE Collabratec Can Help You Find a Job
The online platform now lists open positions and provides access to
career tools and networks
By Monica Rozenfeld, 23 November 2015
“Historically, one of the top five reasons members say they
join IEEE is to advance in their careers,” says Charmain Williams, global career resources product manager for IEEE Member and Geographic Activities, in Piscataway, N.J. “IEEE
Collabratec is bringing together in one place the many careerrelated resources offered throughout the organization, making
it easier to find and use them.”
Here’s what’s available.
Illustration: iStockphoto

Job Listings

If you’re looking for a new job or internship, consider signing up for IEEE Collabratec. The online platform now lists
thousands of job openings and provides access to resources to
help you polish your résumé and determine the salary ranges
for different engineering positions. And to develop your career,
take advantage of IEEE Collabratec’s communities of technical
professionals who can provide career advice.
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With the integration of the IEEE Job Site into IEEE Collabratec, nearly 3,000 engineering jobs have been posted; new
ones are added daily. Some 5,000 employers list open positions
with the IEEE Job Site throughout the year, and that number
is expected to grow.
The postings are grouped under the Opportunities tab
in the main menu. Search results can be narrowed down by
location, technical field, and the date the job was posted.
From the listing itself, job seekers can fill out applications
or save listings they’re interested in. And to tell friends,
colleagues, or those in online networks about a particular
job opportunity, users can simply click on the Share icon
next to the listing.
February 2016

In the near future, recruiters will likely access IEEE Collabratec to seek out talent. From within their Collabratec profiles, job seekers can upload their résumés and specify employment preferences, just as they can on sites such as LinkedIn and
Monster. And if you’ve elected in your settings to share that
information publicly, hiring managers can eventually discover
you for potential employment opportunities.
Employers have been finding the site quite useful. “IEEE
Collabratec is a different animal for employers,” says Michael
Buryk, director of recruitment advertising and list services
for IEEE Media, in New York City, who oversees the IEEE Job
Site. “It’s a platform that lets employers access the best and
brightest candidates.”

Tools and Resources
Two other valuable resources can be found in the Opportunities
section, including IEEE RésuméLab—an online program that
can help you write better résumés and cover letters, work on
improving your interviewing skills, create a professional portfolio online or, if you know someone who’s good with a camera
and you’re not shy, create a video résumé. You’ll also receive
tips on sprucing up an existing résumé to make it look more
professional and eye-catching. The site even suggests wording
for responses to employer inquiries and thank-you notes.
IEEE-USA’s Salary Calculator can also be accessed through
IEEE Collabratec. It helps engineers in the United States determine the salaries paid for a multitude of jobs at locations
around the country. By entering various factors such as your
location, your number of years in the industry, and your level
of education, you’ll see how your pay compares with that of
others. There is a fee, US $65, for this service. IEEE-USA also
offers the 2015 Salary and Benefits Report for $125 for IEEE
members ($225 for others); this report includes charts and

information about total compensation in the engineering field.
The data is also available broken down by industry, including
communications, power and energy, and systems and control.
Each of these separate reports is available for $49.95 ($149.95
for nonmembers).

Professional Communities
For career advice, you can tune into the CareersConnect-USA
and CareersConnect-India communities, which provide areas
where IEEE members can discuss their career aspirations and
concerns. Pose a question, and you’ll likely get answers from
others working in similar fields. For example, discussions have
dealt with which IEEE resources are most helpful to people
wanting to advance in their fields and suggestions for planning
a successful engineering career. Community members can also
share links to articles and discuss items in the news relevant to
their jobs.
In the IEEE Consultants Exchange, members can network
with others who have set themselves up as consultants. They
can exchange ideas about how to grow their businesses and
get advice on writing contracts and marketing their services.
Some members have even found people to partner with on
projects.
Of course, a host of other professional communities are
available to users of IEEE Collabratec based on their interests
and geographic locations, such as Women in Leadership, IEEE
Young Professionals, and the Africa Technology Network.
This article is part of a series explaining the many things possible
throughIEEE Collabratec, the new online tool that helps technologists
network, collaborate, and create, all from one central hub.
Reprinted with permission from The Institute

Cameroon Physical Society Spreading
Photonics Awareness in Africa
Over November 24 to 28, 2015 at the Centre for
German-African Scientific Cooperation and Hotel
Franco Yaounde, Cameroon, Africa, the IEEE Photonics Society Cameroon Chapter assisted in organizing the fourth edition of the Cameroon Physical
Society’s International Conference on “High Level
Physics and Solutions” to real life problems in developing countries. The main fields of interest of
the conference were: Transducers/sensors and electromechanical applications; Optoelectronics; Low
cost instrumentation and other appropriate solutions to real-life problems; Physics for Telecommunications; Radiation Protection; Environmental
Radioactivity; Physics of Solar Energy; Quantum
information; Molecular Physics.
Three sessions ran simultaneously throughout the week, which included symposiums on the
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I nternational Year of Light 2015 (IYL 2015), entitled, “Technological Solutions For Development: Sensors, Solar Energy and
Telecommunications”, Molecular Atom and Quantum Optics
along with Nuclear Physics, and Computational Physics.
The aim of the conference was to connect researchers, students and young professionals from Cameroon and Africa, in
order to create synergy towards a better understanding of the
impact of light-based technologies in the African continent.
The organizers intended to put a strong focus on training in

photonics, sensors, optoelectronics and transducers, and prepared several sessions for the attendees to propose oral and
poster presentations of their own research.
A special session was devoted to highlight the activities of
the photonics student chapters (IEEE Photonics Society, OSA
and SPIE). Each society sponsored the conference, which provided financial support to the MSc students, PhD Students,
and Postdoctoral researchers that were selected to participate
in a special IYL 2015 workshop.

Noor Festival Brought IYL 2015 Celebrations
to Saudi Arabia

In concurrence with the UNESCO International Year of Light
and Light-based Technologies 2015 (IYL 2015), Mishkat Interactive Center for Atomic and Renewable Energy in Riyadh
city, Saudi Arabia, organized the festival “Noor” on 15–25 of
November 2015. “Noor Festival” provided enjoyment through
learning to school students and families and to its visitors in
Riyadh city. It offered a unique opportunity to see light from
a new perspective, to understand it through a modern concept
combined with the festivity of exploration.

Mishkat Interactive center is an initiative of King Abdullah City for Atomic and Renewable Energy, main objectives;
inspiring and motivating the new generations to be the energy
pioneers in the future. Thus, Mishkat Interactive Center aimed
through the festival of light to raise awareness in the society on
light science and techniques, and its’ importance in facing the
challenges of energy and sustainable development.
The students were encouraged to think, experiment and innovate. They were asked to consider issues like light and its techniques
in achieving a sustainable future for energy and changing personal
behaviors or habits to make a conscientious difference for energy improvement. Students groups (Age of 3–5 years, Age of 6–12 years,
Age 13 and over) by day and with families by night experimented
and explored many activities through several workshops developed
specifically for NOOR Festival, such as Explore Camera Obscura;
Make Your Own Light Bulb, Lighting Up a Origami Lotus, Mishkat’s Kaleidoscope, and Trolley Light Experiments.
Furthermore, the festival emphasized that every person has
the ability to contribute in encountering these challenges and
result the society’s evolution. NOOR aimed to inspire our
young generations for a creative and innovative promising intellect in the vast fields of energy.
Copyright © IYL2015

Member Discounts Are Now Available
Get your finances organized for 2016! Through WealthView from myFinancial Wellness for
IEEE Members, you can set up your own personal financial website to track all your investments and personal finances in one place. You can track your spending, use advanced budgeting tools and get organized for the new year.
Register today!

Services Offered
WealthView
A personal financial website where members can create a secure profile of all their investment and bank-account information, track their spending, and take advantage of interactive tools and reports to manage their stock portfolios.
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Advisors
Financial advisors are available to help members in the United
States and Puerto Rico develop financial plans.
Help With Medicare
Access to retiree health care services, including resources that
compare costs and coverage to help determine which Medicare
package to buy.
College Savings Planning
Access to information about 529 plans nationwide, including
tax benefits, fees, and a range of investment options.

Wondering why IEEE’s Member group term life insurance has been a favorite benefit for 53 years?
Learn more …
IEEE sponsors a wide range of insurance plans
through the IEEE Member Group Insurance Program.
What sets this program apart from others is the role
IEEE plays as an advocate for its participating members.
You can rest assured that the insurance plans offered to
you are IEEE approved member benefits. In conjunction
with the licensed advisors of Mercer Consumer, IEEE
and Mercer Consumer conduct member satisfaction
surveys, collect input from IEEE volunteers and work
closely with the IEEE professional staff to ensure that
the coverage of- fered to you remains a great value, at
every stage of your career. As a result, you can trust that
IEEE member benefits deliver a dependable balance of
solid protection at money-saving group rates.
As an IEEE member, you’re entitled to take advantage of this valuable portfolio of member benefit insurance options.
Thousands of technology professionals have used the
IEEE Member Group Insurance Program as a convenient, costeffective addition to their family’s financial plan more than

Doctors by Phone
A telemedicine service that offers access to physicians 24 hours
a day.
A study conducted in 2014 by Mercer Consumer, an international consulting firm, placed the average age of IEEE members
in the United States at about 52. “We already have great acceptance of IEEE’s sponsored Medicare supplemental and long-term
care insurance plans, but there is so much more we could do to
serve members over the age of 50,” says Lynn Koblin, manager
of the IEEE Sponsored Discounts and Insurance program. “And
though myFinancial Wellness is for all members, it can also support members later in their careers and into early retirement.”

IEEE members save big.

Get discounts on:
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Technology

Home/Office

Travel

Insurance

LEARN MORE

IEEE

50 years. At Mercer Consumer, we look forward to helping to
protect your financial future as well.
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Conferences

IEEE Photonics Society
2016 Conferences

29th Annual Conference of the IEEE Photonics Society
2-6 October 2016
Hilton Waikoloa Village
Waikoloa, Hawaii USA
Paper Submission Deadline: 1 May 2016
www.IPC-IEEE.org

5th Optical Interconnects Conference

OFC 2016
20-24 March 2016

9-11 May 2016

Anaheim Convention Center

Hyatt Regency Mission Bay Spa & Marina

Anaheim, California USA

San Diego, California USA

Paper Deadline: 13 October 2015

Paper Submission Deadline: 24 January 2016

www.OFCconference.org

www.OI-IEEE.org

CLEO 2016

Summer Topicals Meeting Series

5-10 June 2016

11-13 July 2016

San Jose Convention Center

Newport Beach Marriott

San Jose, California USA

Newport Beach, California USA

Paper Deadline: 27 January 2016

Paper Submission Deadline: 3 April 2016

www.CLEOconference.org

www.SUM-IEEE.org

13th International Conference
on Group IV Photonics

13th Avionics and Vehicle Fiber-Optics

24-26 August 2016

and

Grand Kempinski Hotel, Shanghai

International Topical Meeting on

Shanghai, China
Paper Submission Deadline: 10 April 2016
www.GFP-IEEE.org

and Photonics Conference

Microwave Photonics
(Co-Location)
31 October—3 November 2016
Hilton Long Beach
Long Beach, California USA
Paper Submission Deadline: 19 June 2016
www.AVFOP-IEEE.org

For more information, visit: www.PhotonicsConferences.org
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Welcome to the Optical Interconnects Conference
2016 at the Hyatt Regency Mission Bay Spa and
Marina, San Diego, California!
The fifth IEEE Photonics Society Optical Interconnects Conference, whose roots trace back to the original 1990 Workshop
on Interconnections within High Speed Digital Systems, seeks
to facilitate the collaboration required to drive new interconnect architectures and technologies from concepts in research
labs to commercial realities. The conference covers the complete spectrum of high performance interconnect challenges in
network systems, architectures, applications, subsystems, and
devices. The crucial role that any interconnect strategy plays
can only be fully realized when optimized at the system level.
This is particularly so in large future peta- and exa-scale platforms in datacenters and supercomputers. So we look forward
to the participation of system architects, programmers and
everyone researching the interconnect role in a more self-aware
next generation platform. With the launch of the US Integrated Photonics Institute for Manufacturing Innovation, we
are particularly interested in exploring how new developments
in integrated photonics will impact optical interconnects and
next generation systems.
The conference provides a mix of high caliber invited talks
in addition to refereed oral and poster papers, each providing
a unique opportunity to learn and exchange ideas with the
authors. In addition, the conference will once again include
a stimulating evening panel discussion on “Are Increasing
Amounts of DSP & FEC Inevitable or Insurmountable?” Recognized experts in industry and academia will bring different
views to create thought provoking exchanges, and all attendees
will have a chance to ask questions and participate in the exciting technical discussion. This year the panel will be held on
Monday evening, May 9. We urge you all to attend the panel
and learn what the panelists and other attendees envision for
the future of optical interconnects. Also, following the conference there will be an open call for papers presented at OIC
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2016 for inclusion in a special issue of the IEEE Journal of
Lightwave Technology.
We extend our personal thanks to each of the Program
Chairs and the Program Committee Members who have volunteered and invested their time realizing this conference. We
also thank our invited speakers for sharing their perspectives
on the challenges and opportunities for new and emerging interconnect technologies and architectures. We believe that the
combined efforts of the organizers and speakers will continue
the great tradition for which this conference series has achieved
its esteemed reputation. Finally, we want to express our sincere
appreciation to the Photonics Society staff for their professional
organization and arrangements for this conference.
We look forward to seeing all of you at this year’s Optical
Interconnects Conference!
Lukas Chrostowski and Samuel Palermo
Optical Interconnects Conference 2016 General Co-Chairs
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4th IEEE Photonics Society Optical Interconnects Conference

Optical
Interconnects

2016

9-11 May

Hyatt Regency Mission Bay | San Diego, California USA
General Co-Chairs:
Lukas Chrostowski
University of British Columbia, Canada
Samuel Palermo, Texas A & M, USA
Program Co-Chairs:
Dominic Goodwill
Huawei Technologies, Canada
Rena Huang
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, USA
Ben Lee
IBM Research, USA
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www.OI-IEEE.org
www.PhotonicsSociety.org
www.Facebook.com/PhotonicsSociety
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Submission Deadline: 3 April 2016

SUMMer
Summer
TopicalS
TOPiCals
MeeTinG series

2016
11-13 July

neWPOrT BeaCh MarriOTT hOTel
Newport Beach, California USA

General Chair:
Zetian Mi • McGill University, Canada

www.sum-ieee.org
www.photonicsconferences.org
www.photonicssociety.org
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13

th

I n t e r n at I o n a l

C o n fe r e n C e

G r o u P I V P h oto n I C S

o n

2016

24-26 AUGUST
Grand Kempinski hotel Shanghai
Shanghai, China
ProGraM ChaIr:
lIn YanG

Institute of Semiconductors
Chinese Academy of Sciences
Beijing, China

www.GFP-IEEE.org
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Welcome to The
25th Interna�onal Semiconductor Laser Conference (ISLC2016)
September 12‐15 2016, Submission Deadline: May 9, 2015
The IEEE Interna�onal Semiconductor Laser Conference (ISLC) has a long tradi�on as the leading interna�on‐
al conference where researchers and engineers from all over the world meet to share and discuss the latest
development in semiconductor laser, ampliers and LED’s. The 25th IEEE Interna�onal Semiconductor Laser
Conference will be held at the Kobe Meriken Park Oriental Hotel on the seafront in Kobe Japan from 12‐15
September 2016. The conference will include both oral and posters sessions of contributed and invited pa‐
pers, as well as a plenary session compromising reviews on a number of important and �mely topics. A rump
session will feature special topics of current interest for discussion in a more relaxed and open atmosphere.
In addi�on a�endees will be able to par�cipate in workshops on the current hot topics during the rst day of
the conference. Technical results on all aspects of semiconductor lasers, ampliers, LEDs and integrated de‐
vices, from the basic physics of new materials and structures to new and improved device concepts are wel‐
comed. The success of the ISLC conference depends on a large extent on your contribu�ons and ac�ve par�c‐
ipa�on. We strongly encourage you to a�end the conference and submit your most recent results.

Commi�ee
General Chair Yuchi Tohmori (Tsurugi‐Photonics Founda�on)
Program Chair Kent D. Choque�e (University of Illinois)
North American Area Chair Luke Mawst (University of Wisconsin)
European Area Chair Paul Crump (Ferdinand‐Braun‐Ins�tut Leibniz‐Ins�tut für Höchs�requenztechnik)
Asia/Australia Area Chair Akihiko Kasukawa (Furukawa electric Co, LTD)
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2016

Photo image credit: 2015 Image Contest Winner: Yuebing Zheng, The University of Texas at Austin

29th Annual Conference
of the IEEE Photonics Society

2-6 October
Hilton Waikoloa Village
Waikoloa, Hawaii USA
General Chair

Thomas Clark
JHU Applied Laboratory, USA

Member-at-Large

Hilmi Volkan Demir
NTU Singapore, Singapore and
Bilkent University, Turkey

Program Chair

Amr Helmy
University of Toronto, Canada

www.IPC-IEEE.org
www.PhotonicsConferences.org
www.PhotonicsSociety.org
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IEEE Photonics Society Co-Sponsored Events

Information Technology Solutions

2016

PHOTOPTICS

17-19 February
2016 4th International Conference on Photonics,
Optics and Laser Technology
Rome, Italy
Photoptics.org

OFC

NOC

20-24 March
2016 Optical Fiber Communications
Conference and Exhibition
Anaheim, California USA
OFCconference.org

1-3 June
2016 21st European Conference on Networks and
Optical Communications
Lisbon, Portugal
NOC2016.iscte-iul.pt

CLEO

CSW/ISCS 2016

5-10 June
Conference on Lasers and Electro-Optics
San Jose, California USA
CLEOconference.org

LO

27 June—1 July
2016 International Conference Laser Optics
Saint Petersburg, Russia
LaserOptics.ru

NUSOD

11-15 July
2016 International Conference on
Numerical Simulation of Optoelectronic Devices
Sydney, Australia
NUSOD.org/2016

ICCE

27-29 July
2016 IEEE Sixth International Conference on
Communications and Electronics
Ha Long, Vietnam
ICCE-2016.org
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ICP

14-16 March
2016 IEEE 6th International Conference on Photonics
Sarawak, Malaysia
ICP2016.photonicssociety.org.my
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26-30 June
Compound Semiconductor Week
& 43rd International Symposium on
Compound Semiconductors
Toyama, Japan
CSW-jpn.org

OECC/PS

3-7 July
21st Optoelectronics and Communications Conference/
International Conference on Photonics in Switching 2016
TOKI MESSE Niigata Convention Center, Japan
OECCPS2016.org

WIO

11-15 July
2016 15th Workshop on Information Optics
Barcelona, Spain
ub.edu/WIO2016

ISLC

12-15 September
25th International Semiconductor Laser Conference
Kobe, Japan
ISLC2016.org
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Call for Papers
Announcing an Issue of the IEEE
JOURNAL OF SELECTED TOPICS IN QUANTUM ELECTRONICS on

2D Material Optoelectronics
Submission Deadline: April 1, 2016

Hard Copy Publication: Jan/Feb 2017
The IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Quantum Electronics (JSTQE) invites manuscript submissions in the area of
2D Material
Optoelectronics. The purpose of this issue of JSTQE is to highlight the recent progress and trends in the research of 2D optical materials
and devices. Graphene, a single layer of carbon atoms assembled in a honey-comb lattice, has attracted significant attention from photonics
community since 2004, due to its strong interaction with light and potential applications in a broad wavelength range. Other than metallic
graphene, transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) and insulating hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) also exhibit very interesting optical
properties and are widely explored. Recently the rediscovered 2D layered black phosphorus with a widely tunable bandgap by layer number
has joined the 2D materials family, leading to new opportunities in optoelectronics. Collectively 2D materials with very different properties
and their heterostructures offer numerous opportunities for the discoveries of new optical science and the realization of novel optical devices.
Specific areas of interest in 2D materials include (but are not limited to):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Light emitting diodes and lasers
Photodetectors and modulators
Ultrafast optical phenomena
Plasmonics
Non-linear optics
Integrations of 2D and traditional materials
Applications of 2D materials in communications, imaging, and sensing

The Primary Guest Editor for this issue is Fengnian Xia, Yale University, USA. The Guest Editors are: Qiaoliang Bao, Monash University,
Australia; Andres Castellanos-Gomez, IMDEA Nanoscience, Spain; Sven Höfling, University of St. Andrews, U.K., Alexander
Holleitner, Technical University of Munich, Germany; Grace Xing, Cornell University, USA.
Unedited preprints of accepted manuscripts are normally posted online on IEEE Xplore within 1 week of the final files being uploaded by the author(s)
on ScholarOne Manuscripts. Posted preprints have digital object identifiers (DOIs) assigned to them and are fully citable. Once available, the preprints
are replaced by final copy-edited and XML-tagged versions of manuscripts on IEEE Xplore. This usually occurs well before the hardcopy publication
date. These final versions have article numbers assigned to them to accelerate the online publication; the same article numbers are used for the print
versions of JSTQE.
For inquiries, please contact:
IEEE Photonics Society JSTQE Editorial Office - Chin Tan Lutz (Phone: 732-465-5813, Email: c.tanlutz@ieee.org)
The following documents are required during the mandatory online submission at: http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/jstqe-pho.
1) PDF or MS Word manuscript (double column format, up to 12 pages for an invited paper, up to 8 pages for a contributed paper). Manuscripts over
the standard page limit will have an over length charge of $220.00 per page imposed. Biographies of all authors are mandatory, photographs are
optional. See the Tools for Authors link:
www.ieee.org/web/publications/authors/transjnl/index.html.
2) MS Word document with full contact information for all authors as indicated below:
Last name (Family name), First name, Suffix (Dr./Prof./Ms./Mr.), Affiliation, Department, Address, Telephone, Facsimile, Email.
JSTQE uses the iThenticate software to detect instances of overlapping and similar text in submitted manuscripts and previously published papers.
Authors should ensure that relevant previously published papers are cited and that instances of similarity are justified by clearly stating the distinction
between a submitted paper and previous publications.
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Announcement of an IEEE/OSA
Journal of Lightwave Technology Special Issue on:

Guided Lightwaves for Sensors & Measurement Systems:
Advanced Techniques and Applications
This special issue is organized by the IEEE Instrumentation and Measurement Society. It aims to
highlight the advancement of guided lightwaves in applications to sensors, instrumentation and
measurement. The scope includes, but is not limited to the following:
• Sensors and instrumentation for industrial and clinical applications including
o chemical, medical and biological applications
o environmental monitoring
o structural health monitoring
• Instrumentation for optical fiber communication applications
• Novel concepts and techniques for the measurement of physical, chemical and biological parameters
• Micro- and nano-scale sensors
• Multiplexing and distributed sensor networks
• High speed instrumentation and measurement systems
• Sensor fusion and big data
Guest Editors: Dr. Gaozhi (George) Xiao, National Research Council of Canada; Prof. Tong Sun, City
University London, UK; Prof. Luigi Rovati, University of Modena and Reggio Emilia, Italy; and Prof.
Zuyuan He, AE of JLT.
On behalf of the Guest Editors and the Editor-in-Chief, we encourage you to submit your paper to the
journal. Typically, these papers are 5 to 7 pages in length. Mandatory page charges of $260USD per page
are enforced in excess of 7 pages. This paper would appear in an upcoming JLT special issue titled
"IEEE-IMS." Tutorial presenters will be invited individually. Tutorial review papers can range up to 16
pages in length. Target 2017 May issue with accepted papers posted online within 1 week of author final
file upload. Target Page Count 400 pages (max).

Submissions by website only: http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/jlt-ieee
Manuscript Type: “IEEE-IMS”
Submission questions: Doug Hargis, Journal of Lightwave Technology d.hargis@ieee.org

Submission deadline:
16 May 2016
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Call for Papers
Announcing an Issue of the IEEE
JOURNAL OF SELECTED TOPICS IN QUANTUM ELECTRONICS on

Photonics for Sensing

Submission Deadline: June 1, 2016
Hard Copy Publication: March/April 2017
The IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Quantum Electronics (JSTQE) invites manuscript submissions in the area of
Photonics for Sensing. The special issue of JSTQE aims to highlight the recent progress and trends in photonic technologies
for various sensing applications. Light has long been used for sensing, metrology, imaging, and measurement in human history.
The inventions of semiconductor sources and detectors, optical fibers and integrated optical waveguides in the last century have
led to the emergence of photonics. In the past few decades, the research and development in photonics has experienced a
significant growth, partially fuelled by its broad applications for accurate measurement of a wide variety of physical, chemical
and biological quantities. The latest advancements in new functional materials, high precision three dimensional (3D) micro and
nano fabrication techniques, and ultrafast and high power lasers have also greatly broadened the scope and possibility of
photonics to embrace many subfields such as whispering gallery mode microresonators, optofluidics, surface plasmon
resonance, surface plasmon polaritons, photonic crystals, metamaterials, etc. Consequently, the optical sensor field has quietly
gone through a revolutionary transition from the traditional discrete bulk optics to today’s integrated photonic devices and
structures with enhanced performance, functionalities, strengthened robustness, improved reliability and reduced cost. In this
special issue, manuscripts submissions are encouraged to share the latest progress and achievements in photonic technologies
for sensing applications. Papers are solicited on, but not limited to, the following areas:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Design, characterization, packaging and demonstration of novel photonic devices and structures for sensing applications
New photonic functional and structural materials for sensing applications
Novel methods to fabricate photonic sensors and key sensor components
Novel distributed sensing and networking methods
Novel photonic sensing mechanisms, sensor interrogation and signal processing methods
Investigation, characterization and mitigation of environmental effects, including harsh environments, using photonics
Multimodality and functional enhancement/expansion through integration of other functions such as nanomaterials and
microfluidics with photonic devices and structures for sensing applications

The Primary Guest Editor for this issue is Hai Xiao, Clemson University, USA. The Guest Editors are: Yunjiang Rao, University
of Electronics Science and Technology of China; Xudong Fan, University of Michigan, USA; Francisco J. Arregui, Public
University of Navarre, Spain; Xiaoyi Bao, University of Ottawa, Canada; Gerard Wysocki, Princeton University, USA.
Unedited preprints of accepted manuscripts are normally posted online on IEEE Xplore within 1 week of the final files being uploaded
by the author(s) on ScholarOne Manuscripts. Posted preprints have digital object identifiers (DOIs) assigned to them and are fully
citable. Once available, the preprints are replaced by final copy-edited and XML-tagged versions of manuscripts on IEEE Xplore. This
usually occurs well before the hardcopy publication date. These final versions have article numbers assigned to them to accelerate the
online publication; the same article numbers are used for the print versions of JSTQE.
For inquiries, please contact:
IEEE Photonics Society JSTQE Editorial Office - Chin Tan Lutz (Phone: 732-465-5813, Email: c.tanlutz@ieee.org)
The following documents are required during the mandatory online submission at: http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/jstqe-pho.
1) PDF or MS Word manuscript (double column format, up to 12 pages for an invited paper, up to 8 pages for a contributed paper).
Manuscripts over the standard page limit will have an overlength charge of $220.00 per page imposed. Biographies of all authors are
mandatory, photographs are optional. See the Tools for Authors link:
www.ieee.org/web/publications/authors/transjnl/index.html.
2) MS Word document with full contact information for all authors as indicated below:
Last name (Family name), First name, Suffix (Dr./Prof./Ms./Mr.), Affiliation, Department, Address, Telephone, Facsimile, Email.
JSTQE uses the iThenticate software to detect instances of overlapping and similar text in submitted manuscripts and previously
published papers. Authors should ensure that relevant previously published papers are cited and that instances of similarity are justified
by clearly stating the distinction between a submitted paper and previous publications.
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Call for Papers
Announcing an Issue of the IEEE
JOURNAL OF SELECTED TOPICS IN QUANTUM ELECTRONICS on

Terahertz Photonics

Submission Deadline: October 1, 2016
Hard Copy Publication: July/August 2017
The IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Quantum Electronics invites manuscripts that document the current state-of-the-art in Terahertz
Photonics. Terahertz radiation, as generally defined in the frequency range of 0.3–10 THz, has attracted tremendous interest owing to
potential applications in imaging and spectroscopy for medical diagnostics and biology, broadband communications, security, defense, and nondestructive testing. Terahertz radiation falls between microwaves and light and shares some characteristics of both regimes. This intermediate
nature of terahertz radiation that bridges electronics and photonics has made it an important area of research with a broad range of applications
giving it an advantage over electromagnetic radiation in other frequency regimes. Terahertz radiation is sensitive to charged quasiparticles and
has distinct spectral signatures that have enabled an accurate study of phonon resonances and intraband transitions in two-dimensional
materials such as graphene. The properties of graphene in the terahertz domain have facilitated active terahertz photonic devices including
metamaterial and plasmonic resonators. Recent developments have also demonstrated terahertz radiation-based spin manipulation and
superconductivity in materials. Better performing terahertz sources have enabled either higher output powers, narrower pulses, or broader
frequency ranges. Several measurement techniques based on terahertz spectroscopy are now employed for fundamental materials research
giving rise to many interesting findings.
Our special issue aims at highlighting all developments in the broad area of THz photonics. We will consider theoretical, numerical, and
experimental papers that cover but are not limited to these topics:
(A1)
(A2)
(A3)
(A4)
(A5)
(A6)
(A7)
(A8)

Advances in THz sources and detectors
Unique spectroscopic techniques and systems
Progress in THz imaging, sensing, and communications
New phenomena in THz metamaterials, plasmonics, waveguides, photonic crystals, phonons, and nonlinearities
Novel THz materials, such as ferroelectrics, superconductors, nanostructures, and low- and two-dimensional materials
THz interactions with matter
Development of THz devices, components, and systems
Applications of THz radiation in physical and life sciences and industries

The Primary Guest Editor for this issue is Weili Zhang, Oklahoma State University, USA and the Guest Editors are Seongsin M. Kim,
University of Alabama, USA; Ranjan Singh, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore; Masayoshi Tonouchi, Osaka University, Japan;
Chao Zhang, University of Wollongong, Australia.
The deadline for submission of manuscripts is October 1, 2016. Hardcopy publication of the issue is scheduled for July/August 2017.
Unedited preprints of accepted manuscripts are normally posted online on IEEE Xplore within 1 week of the final files being uploaded by the
author(s) on ScholarOne Manuscripts. Posted preprints have digital object identifiers (DOIs) assigned to them and are fully citable. Once
available, the preprints are replaced by final copy-edited and XML-tagged versions of manuscripts on IEEE Xplore. This usually occurs well
before the hardcopy publication date. These final versions have article numbers assigned to them to accelerate the online publication; the same
article numbers are used for the print versions of JSTQE.
For inquiries, please contact:
IEEE Photonics Society JSTQE Editorial Office - Chin Tan Lutz (Phone: 732-465-5813, Email: c.tanlutz@ieee.org)
The following document are required during the mandatory online submission at: http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/jstqe-pho.
1) PDF or MS Word manuscript (double column format, up to 12 pages for an invited paper, up to 8 pages for a contributed paper).
Manuscripts over the standard page limit will have an overlength charge of $220.00 per page imposed. Biographies of all authors are
mandatory, photographs are optional. Figures and tables should be embedded in print ready format. See the Tools for Authors link:
www.ieee.org/web/publications/authors/transjnl/index.html.
JSTQE uses the iThenticate software to detect instances of overlapping and similar text in submitted manuscripts and previously published
papers. Authors should ensure that relevant previously published papers are cited and that instances of similarity are justified by clearly stating
the distinction between a submitted paper and previous publications.
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Preliminary Call for Papers
Announcing an Issue of the IEEE
JOURNAL OF SELECTED TOPICS IN QUANTUM ELECTRONICS on

Semiconductor Nanocrystal Optoelectronics
Submission Deadline: December 1, 2016
Hard Copy Publication: September/October 2017
The IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Quantum Electronics (JSTQE) invites manuscript submissions in the area of

Semiconductor Nanocrystal Optoelectronics. The purpose of this issue of JSTQE is to highlight recent progress and trends in the
optoelectronic characteristics and applications of crystalline semiconductor nanoparticles. These nanomaterials, of
dimensions below 100nm and more typically in the 1-10nm range, are based primarily on II-VI, III-V or Group IV
semiconductors and exhibit attractive size-dependent optical and electronic properties. They can be variously functionalized for
solution processing and/or heterogeneous integration, facilitating a diverse range of thin films and other structures with
customized absorption, emission and energy transfer properties. Moreover, they can be readily incorporated into a range of
photonic crystal and microcavity structures to control light-matter interactions. Optoelectronic applications for these nanocrystals
include use as fluorescent labels for biosensing, in new forms of light-emitting diode and display technology, in novel lasers
including those in mechanically flexible formats, and in solar cells. Specific areas of interest include (but are not limited to):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Emerging semiconductor nanocrystal structures, shapes, surface functionalization and materials combinations
Development of nanocomposites, hybrid integration and artificial heterostructures incorporating semiconductor nanocrystals
Linear and nonlinear optical properties of semiconductor nanocrystals
Tailoring excitonic properties in semiconductor nanocrystals for efficient light-generation and harvesting
Self-assembly of semiconductor nanocrystals and their electronic and photonic properties
Semiconductor nanocrystal light emitting diodes and lasers
Sensors incorporating semiconductor nanocrystals
Applications of semiconductor nanocrystals in solar cells and energy harvesting

The Primary Guest Editor for this issue is Martin Dawson, University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, UK and Fraunhofer UK. The Guest
Editors are: Hilmi Volkan Demir, Bilkent University, Turkey and Nanyang Technological University, Singapore; Yajie Dong,
University of Central Florida, USA; TBA
Unedited preprints of accepted manuscripts are normally posted online on IEEE Xplore within 1 week of the final files being uploaded by the
author(s) on ScholarOne Manuscripts. Posted preprints have digital object identifiers (DOIs) assigned to them and are fully citable. Once
available, the preprints are replaced by final copy-edited and XML-tagged versions of manuscripts on IEEE Xplore. This usually occurs well
before the hardcopy publication date. These final versions have article numbers assigned to them to accelerate the online publication; the
same article numbers are used for the print versions of JSTQE.
For inquiries, please contact:
IEEE Photonics Society JSTQE Editorial Office - Chin Tan Lutz (Phone: 732-465-5813, Email: c.tanlutz@ieee.org)
The following documents are required during the mandatory online submission at: http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/jstqe-pho.
1) PDF or MS Word manuscript (double column format, up to 12 pages for an invited paper, up to 8 pages for a contributed paper).
Manuscripts over the standard page limit will have an overlength charge of $220.00 per page imposed. Biographies of all authors are
mandatory, photographs are optional. See the Tools for Authors link:
www.ieee.org/web/publications/authors/transjnl/index.html.
2) MS Word document with full contact information for all authors as indicated below:
Last name (Family name), First name, Suffix (Dr./Prof./Ms./Mr.), Affiliation, Department, Address, Telephone, Facsimile, Email.
JSTQE uses the iThenticate software to detect instances of overlapping and similar text in submitted manuscripts and previously published
papers. Authors should ensure that relevant previously published papers are cited and that instances of similarity are justified by clearly stating
the distinction between a submitted paper and previous publications.
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Photonics Society
Mission Statement
Photonics Society shall advance the interests
of its members and the laser, optoelectronics,
and photonics professional community by:
• providing opportunities for information
exchange, continuing education, and
professional growth;
• publishing journals, sponsoring conferences, and supporting local chapter and
student activities;
• formally recognizing the professional
contributions of members;
• representing the laser, optoelectronics,
and photonics community and serving as
its advocate within the IEEE, the broader
scientific and technical community, and
society at large.

Photonics Society
Field of Interest
The Society’s Field of Interest is lasers, optical
and photonic devices, optical fibers, and associated lightwave technology and their systems
and applications. The society is concerned
with transforming the science of materials, optical phenomena, and quantum electronic devices into the design, development, and manufacture of photonic technologies. The Society
promotes and cooperates in the educational
and technical activities which contribute to
the useful expansion of the field of quantum
opto-electronics and applications.
The Society shall aid in promoting close cooperation with other IEEE societies and councils
in the form of joint publications, sponsorships
of meetings, and other forms of information
exchange. Appropriate cooperative efforts will
also be undertaken with non-IEEE societies.
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